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The material containc-i in these papers =as presented originally at Battc~lc
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* THE PROMISE AND PROBLEMS OF CHEMICAL
VAPOR DEPOSMTON

by

j- M- Mulcher. jr.

Cheiý=ca! ao dep-osition is making a significant impacto.n ouricanomy at pres-
cent arid promises to be cf greater importance in the future-. In thiý presentation, I should
like to compare chemical vapor deposition with z-he better kcnown kindred processes.
electrodc~oasition and vacuum mnetallizing, and to indicate reveral arcas of current or
impending commercial use. We shall find problems and limitations along the way,
hm-ntaticits imposed -in many cases by our lack of fundamental knowledge of the process.
flowever, we shall find -nuch promnise in these areas and ,j:hers which may appear to be
more "blue sk-.", but which deserve o-ur consideration-

Chemical vapor deposit~un is one of the techniques which can auill - tce.med
"molecular forming", :hat s, building up of coatings. or massive deposits, by denosi-
tic.n of rnolccuiar or atorn~it ptrLicles- in the case of eclctrudeposition, one of the
mnolecular- forming pr -. es which has faunid wride commercial application, atonis of
elements, or molecules r- compounds, are deposited on a conducting surface by dis-
-hnrge of ions which arrive at the surface throagh a liquid medium.

Another of these r-olec.ilar-fo-r-ing processes is vactiumi nietallizm~g, a form of
physical -kpor deposition. This has also fouxid wide commercial acceptance. Here, the
mediumn is a vacuum., =nd the coatings are formned by condensation of a -.Apor of atoms
or molecules of the coatiniz material.

In chemnical vapor deposition a solid product is formed, again in molecular or
atomnic steps- The rt-action of a suitable vapor compoiuci i" made to occur on a heated
surface. Pyrolytic carbon formed by thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons is an
exa.ni~e- in some cases, the product forms as a "snow" from the vapor phase. for exam-
pie in the preparation of TiOa pigmen. by the oxidation. of TiC!4 . The chemical rcactio:
used is one in which all of the compo~nents of the system except the desired solid product
are volatile at the processing temperature. Table I gives examples of reactions used to
apply ceramic coatings-

Molecular-forming processes have in common the potential of yielding dense
deposits of controlled thickness and orientation. Each has its a,!%vantages a:d limita-
tions- However, when these are analyzed (see Table 2), chemical var-or deposition
comes out- quite well by comparison. A large body of art --rd somae science have bte-n
accumulated in. the past 50 yearst.()*

Chemical vapor deposition is capable ol yielding t:-- greatest varitty of products at
rates of deposition equivalent to or exceeding those of electrodeposition and vacuumn-
metallizing. It has the greatest throwing power of the three techniques- In view of this,
one is compelled to ask the question, "Why then is the process not much More widely
used ?11

The 1fact that the substrate must usu~ally' 1e heated is a relative disadvantage. 13,mw-
ever, this is no longtr a limitation- in many cases of current and future intatrust where
the substrate will be used at high temperatures.

OaCfr~C=CCS =c fircd.at tlic Cod of cad, sccti=



TABLEE 1- TYPICAL CHEMICAL VAPOR- DEPOSITION'
REACTIONS FOR CERAMIC COATINGS

Air.i~~g H)g ~ 3 .)+AIIg

+s~,g li;bO4) = oi~ei) + *ZlIC1(g)

BeCl,(g,) + CO,(g + 1-1(g) = 13e0(s) + ZHCI(gi + CO(g)

Mg! Ag) + H?-Ojg) =MgO(s) + 2111(-)

ZrCI4 (x) + 211,0(g) =ZrO?(s) + 4HC!(gj

ZYCl 3(g) +31i1,0(g) =YO132s' + 61!CI(g)

ZCrOC1,(g) + 11,0(g) + Hpirgj = Cr10 3 (sj + 411C1(g)

CH4 (-g) =C(s) + zli'g)

CIIZ(g) = -IC(S) + 1113(g)

The relatively higher cost of the feed comipounds. ha--, bv-tm a factor in the past in
discouraging the use of chemica! va-por deposition. However, the cost of thesc ae
riads has dropDed. a, techniques for their production in incre-asi-ig- quantity. have been
develop-d.

The cost of f rdr.&tcr.:Jl and the fact that the substrate must be heated wl
always p' ace some limit oni zuis technique and make the use of the other moleeuulAr-
virmznr Qrres*ses m-ore practical or economnic-al in many eases- On the nther hand.
there ar~areas in which addittona~l rec~iarch and development will ma~tce chemical vapor
dc~po.-i;;oi competitive.. Finally, ' t-re is an increasing demand !fe: coatings and products

tht an b- 4abzained ~iVby rhem ica; vapor deposiLion. Our ability to apply this techS-
niqun -x!! mrost certainly itterease with the development of mf-d'ni! nrmation-

Let us considftr some ul tbhe currnnt and a~nticipzted uses, to dr-termine where the
przoblems lHe and wht-r~~may b- -derived from the development .of additional fxLnda-
menta~l iniformnation iie~ r.tscarch.

High- Purity Mletal Production:

Thia prctluction *I~ higha-purity mnetals is an area in which chemical vapor dtcposizieon
has been very efiective, a-.*hourh with limited commercial impact un~til recently. New
all of the high-purity silicon going into semiconductor teicties is prepared by :his prine-
ess. The effectiveness of the process sterns from ouir ability to puriiy easily the vola-
tila fetd rna errals used- The phase cliange frorn the gas-eoous to Ilhe solid state during
deposition is in itself a purification step. in the case of high-purity chromium, for
examnpie. products with only a few parts p4(r millinn of residual imourities can. be
onta9inrid.
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Van Ar!.eI and de Boer(?) in their work with the iodide process, used a hot fila-
mnent as a deposition ,-urface for titanium, zirconium, and other metals. This has the
effect of avoiding contact of the product with the container. Attention to the mechanism
of growth on the filament and the crystal morphology can yield a product in tht- formn
of a dense bar which. in the case of metals, can be directly wvorhad. However, there
is limatcd zntercst in controlling the form of the deposit to perzrsit direct working, be-
cause other shapes are u-sually desi-red, often as alloys obtained by melting- (Inciden-
tally, many alloys can be formed by codepositi..n from mixed feed vapors-)

More iniporr.Jt is Lthe problem of mass and aeat transfer.. It ic difficult to get
efficient conversion of the feed material with the limited surface area provided by a
filament bw-dte. A fluidized bed of seed pariicles caii be used to provide the large area
required for efficient mass transfer. As discussed in the final patper, there is much to
be learned regarding mass and heat transfer in both Mfament bundles and fluidizcd beds.

It is believed that the production of columblum by the hydrogen reduction of colum-
biuxm aentach-loz-ide in a fluidizeed bed of seed particles will1 be the first significant corn
mercial application of this type.

Coati.ag of Parti-cle~.

Chemical vapor deposition in a fluidized or otherwise agitated bed of nuclear fuel
particles is effective in providi:.g *hern with fission-product retentive coatings or reac-
tion barriers. Trypical coatings are shown in Figures I and 2. Interest in this field is
steadily in creasing, and the use of coated fuel particles is already planned for the cores
o. Sneverads nuclear reactors-

Here, efficient mass transfere is again a factor, but the crystal morphology is also
of prime importam~e. For fission-product retention, a fully dense coating is desirable.
How is this attainable? Among other factors influencing the ouality of the coating, there
is evidence that ltle effect of particle-to-particle collision on the nucleation and growth
of the coating is beneficial-

This effect of mechanical impingement has b-cen observed at Battelle and in other
laboratories doing fluidized-bed. coating work. Deposits of columbium on thermocouple
-=cl~ls partially exposed t. particle bombardment art rough and girossly crvstalline in the
unexposed area. whereas the area subiected to bombardment is polished and micrecrys-
iiahine. Several possible explanations can be devised. Because of its importance in
fluidized-bed coating, the mechanism should be identified.

Molecular Mecetronics

Onc of the most significant applications of chemnica~l vapor deposition is in the field
of molecular electronics which promises even further reduction in size of our electronic
"black boxes". Here, epitaxially grn-n semiconductors and resistive. conductive, and
insulating films are of interest.. Here also, the mechanism of crystal nucleation and
growth is of paramount importance.
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FIGURE I. i5 ICO.ATED WITH PYROLYTIC CA.RBONI
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FIGURE 12 I5-9~ 1,1, COATED WITH TUNGSTEN



Que-st~oz.s -uch as the !oliowin- arise: Tro %-hat L-xtenit diles znz;gration 0.' surface-
adisur.- ed ý.jecites occur before incorporation of Owe product atums into the structure ?

iththe migratizig so.cies - atoms of the fir~al product. or internxe.!ates iii the
.Y,6ee. -'l deposit .on reactit~n ' What --. 2 ie rol4. of -uabstratv surfa-ce c-urni-tn ln'crased
knowledge in these areas wi~ll certainly be of value in stumulatiflg progrens.

Refractory Mletal Coatings

Chemicail -.7apur deposition is u-nique'y applicable to the fort-ation of coatings of
the refracter'; mtals; crA.umbiurn, molybdenum, tazntalumn, ±ed tungsten. These c.4nn.Lt
ble eiectr-idepos~ted from aqueous solution, and the very high temperaturg-s required
for their 6--porization makeb the -"-c f vcuum~ retaOlmting unattractive. Tungsten
c.-a~z-.gs obtained by hydrogen reluc::on of tungsten hexafl'zor Zre vapor at tempcratures
ol fr-... 400 to 600 C hav: shown cunxsiderable promise as linert; for rocket nozxles

an z:nilar applications- ( 3 74) liowever, wz-kers have recently become diseLnchanted
wvith the approaf-h in one instance because stresses set up by dxzk-Lential &eon-tr~cu~on of
the zurngsten and tke substrate on cooling from deposition temoerai-re hav.e ._rvariably
resulted in ruptu~re of the coating.

In this case, as in =any others involving va:por-deposited co?*ings, zhz -;tress
necess.ary to rupture the ceatings is a- fraction of the normal tensile _.Lrength of the par-

nzna atezial involved. Thtis is explained by the fact that most coatjngs of this type
show grain growth radially from surface, with varying degrees cof "fit" between
gramas. At some stress below the yield strength of the material, a pseudo-brittle
fracture occurs by separation bet-ween weakly bonda-d grains. Although it remains to be
proven, rej..tion of impuzi'ties tc. the surface of adjacent grains during growth may be
a factor in poor ixitcrgrantt~ar. strength.

At full understanding of the mechanisms of crystal nucleation and growth .ind the
mechanism of impurity dleposition is off obvious importance if this situation is ever t^
be altered.

Corros ion-Rcsistz:.L Coatings

Another application of chemical vapor dep"siti-in of groýWing i:npnrtance is thez
coiating of refractory metals anid other maicrials 'or oxid(ation or corrosion resistance.
Chromizing, aluminizing, and siliconizing havc all' givenr ttsefuil diffusion coatings.

These coatings are frequently applied by ý. pack-ceme:ntation process of the type
diseciz.med in the fifth panear. Here, t!= artirle to %t coanted is p-G-krz; in powder oi the
coating matrrial plus -in ammoniumn halide, for ex:--.ple,. to for-m volatile halides of thu
c"' ting material. Although thcse coatings are basically protective: failure by localized
defects has limiterd their utility. This is an =ven greater problem with vaoor-deposited
"overlay" coatings where little or no interdiffusion with the sub~trate occurs. Hrw
Mast rely upon continuity of thc coating, and all that this entails ini terms of intCelgr~anulair
"fit" and intergranuiar strength. Fur'ther, thr adher.ýrzuv %pa overlay coatings often. is
poor since a diffusion bond is not formed.
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Again, we nseed a full understnding of the crystal nucleation and growth involved.
The long-term payoff will be our ability to tailor these processes to yield a more dasir-
able product.

Pyrolytic Carbon

Pyrol:-tic ca-rbcn is by definition the product of chemical vapor deposition. Its
anisotropy with respect to thermal conductivity has excited the imagination of those
designing nose cones, rocket nozzles, and leading edges. Here is a material - appar-
ently made to order - with low thermal conductivity perpendicular to the surface and
high thermal conductivity parallel to the surface. Unfortunately, pyrolytic carbGn is
also anisotropic with respect to thermal expansion. This leads to internal stress as the
article is cooled below the temperature of deposition and delamination can occur. We
have not encountered problems w.th d--lamination in coating spheroidal nuclear fuel
park.icles with pyrolytic cacbon, such as those in Figure 1. However, it is a distinct
problem with irregular shapes.

Because of widespread interest in pyrolytic carbon and intensive support, much
wor' of a fundamental nature has, been done on this process. However, there is still

much to learn.

In some cases, carbon deposition occurs where it is not desired. This is very
troublesome in preparing ,netai coatings by thermal decomposition oi metal-organic
compounds. A better understanding of the mechanism of carbon codeposition should
help in the eli-.aon ef this Cifficulty.

RefrActory Carbides

Another useful aspect of chemical vapor-deposition processes is the ability to
control what goes on in the solid phase by proper attention to the thptrmodyna-.-ic acti-
vity of components of the vapor phase. This principle has beien used Ut Battelle to
facilitate the coating of graphite tubes with carbides of columbium, tantalum, and
zirconium. (5) It was possible to apply tunilorm .- l:.ngs tn the insid2 wall o-f tubes

having length-to-bore-diameter ratios of up to 43-C.

Now, the carbides themselves can be obtained by conventional ch.mical vapor-
deposition pr----_--re, such as (I) deodsition of a metal to be later mt -'ffused with
the carbon, or (Z) simr.ltaneously ffeding a mctal Lompound and a hydrocarbon. How-
ever, ii these were applied to tube coiting, nonuniform deposition would result, with
the coating being th-;icker at the va-por entrance end of the tube.

The principle of the improved method c=. be understood by referencc to Figure 3.
This example shows the effect of pressure at a given tempcr.a!ure on the thermal decom-
position of a columbi!m--n pentabalide vapor. At low pressures, the vate of collision o1
CbXr molecules with the surface is insufficient to offset. vaporation of the m.etal, and
a net loss of "chewing" occurs. As the pressure is raised, a rull point is reached,
followed by a region in which a deposit of colunibium builds up on the heated syrtace. U-
only the reaction CbXz(g) - Cb(s) + 5X(g) were involved, increase of the halide Dri~asure

-a



+ CbX.,(g)-- Cb(s) +5X(g)

"Depositiond 0 
,.Chewing

0

SCbXs (g)+ Cb(s)--.o- ;,bxCb) XCb\)CbX(g)Ix (
Log Halide Pressure

FIGt 7 'v. 1. EFFECT OF IHALIDE PRESSURE ON DEPOSITION EFFICIENCY
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would asymptotically decrease the fraction of the halide decompo~ed to zero. However,
if, as -n this case, lower valent gaseous halides are stable, a second null point is
reached, and chaewing reactions such as

- CbX 5 (g) + 3/5 Ch(..) - CbX%(g)

or

3/5 CbX5 (g) + 2/5 Cb(s) - CbX 3 (g)

occur as the pre.ssurc i- increased further. We have termed this null point a "limiting
pressure flo mctai deposition". The same situation holds for reaction of carbon with the
halide to form columnbiwn carbide, except tMat the limiting pressure for carbide depo-
sition is higher. In fact, it can be shown thermodynamically for the simplest case that,
if the equilibrium vapor phase contains only one lower valent halide and monatomic
halogen, the limiting pressures for metal and ca. bide deposition are related by tie
equation:

PMC " - FMClog-
PM (n- 1) 2. 303 RT

whe re

PM C = Limiting pressur, sor carbide formatinn

PM -= Limiting pressure for metal formation

AFMC = Free eergy of for-nation of the carbide MC

T = Temperature, K

R =.Gas constant

n Number of halogesi atums per atom of metal in the lower
halide.

Practically, one determines the limiting r-r-ssure experimentally to give data of
the type shown in Figure 4, and then operatcs in a pressure-temperature range where
only the metal carbide can form. If the temperature is appropriately chosen, and the
vapor-flow rate is sufficiently high, the rate of carbide formation can then be con-
trolled, not by the vapor-phase mass-transport rffichunism.q involved in many chemical
vapor-deposition processes, but by die rate of diffusion of carbon through the Carbide
coating. This resultc in a uniform coating, such as shown in Figure 5, along the entire
length of the tube.

As an alternative to the pressure control described here, hydroqen reduction of
the halide can be carried out at atmospheric pressure, and the thermodynamic activity
of columbium in the vapor phase can be adjusted by the hydrogen /hydrogen-halide ratio
in the feed vapor.

Further knowledge of the vaprr species involved would greatly increase the appli-
cability of this principle.
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FIGUIR'E .. ZO-.14L CbC CO.ATIN.G O.NATJ GR.APHITE

Other Potentia Applications

So much for tht applications of chemical vapor deposition which are or soon~ will
o-c commercial realiies. Consider briefiLy the areas of future promise.

One of the intriguing applicatioans is in the formation of composite materials..
These can be formed as a disperacd second phaze codeposited in a mnatrixc. or by con.-
..olidation of powders of one material coated with another- In, Figure 6 ar.e compared
a cermet inade by pressuirc 1:n-ding mixed mnetal and ceramic powders and. one pre-
pared 1rivn Ose same ceramic P-rti-CIes. metal-coated by chcztxical vapor deposition in
a fluidized bed of the particles.

In directly forming a massive two-phase d-n it should he Possible. for many
cornbin-.Atons of materials, to codeposit the secos %! phase in a much -finer dispersion

than is Ob==~cd by normal ceramic techuniques. For example, the alumina coatings we
have pre:pared by hydrolysis of alumin-Am chloride vapor at 1000 C appear to be corn-
posed oi microcrystalline ct-alumnina in. a glassy matrix- They have the hardness and
aernsity of sapphire. Figure 7 shows alumrina- coated particles of this typc.

awdU no-w let us consider a sor-ewhat more 'bluc-sky" example. What could be
done- if we rnally knew all there is to know about crystal nucleation and growth in chemi-
cal vapor dc,"5ition? I am convinced thra we could devise methods of controlling gratin

orientation and size in such a way as to vapor form tungsten directly into large shapesc
having grain structure and properties simnilar to those nf wrought tungsten-
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FIGURE7. 125-u UOz PARTICLES COATED WITH 45 u OF a-ALUMINA

Summary

In summary, In.•t me briefly review the .-rcas in wthich firne•.hental research
.-ould be of value.

(I) Mechanisms of crystai nucleation

(V) Mechanisms of grain growth

(3) .. cch--nisms of i::;urity dcoosition

(4r The effect of mechanical impingement C,.'ing depositi•n

(15) Mechanism of carbon (or oxygen) contamination in metal-ozgAnic
or carbonyl decomposition

(6) Mass and heat tran:fer in syscems of various configuration.

These are the areas in whirh fundamental research will lead to the solutio: of
present probicms ;-e to new and profitable applications of chcmical vapor cerposition.
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THE GROW'TH OF CRYSTALLLNE FILMS AND
1AYERS BY CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION

by

E. M. Shcrwood and R. C. 11limes

Introduction

Man has long been fascinated by matter in the crystalline s;_ate but only in recent
dee~Aiis has he beegun to understand something of the true naturn of the laws and forces
governing its formation. A-' early crystallographer described crystalline: for&-. --s :-the
e2xternal manifestation of internal ordcr'. The discovery of X-rays and the develuo-
nent of X- ray diffraction technique provided further convincing evidence i~f this internal

order. Modern atomic anud solid- state :physics, together with the too' l -.1. spectroscopy,
electron and neutron diffraction, electron microscopy, and special physical- and
rnecha-nicat-propcrty measurements, have added further impetus to the rapid growth of
the body of -knowledge concerning crystalline matter. While ade-lumte means of
'evaluating the characteristics of crystalline materials thus are well -;nown, less is
known about such iundatnental phenomena as the nucleation and growth of these still
iascinating structures-

It is the purpose of this presentation first to describe briefly the role played by
chemnical vapor deposition in, preparing high-pur-ity material in a well-ardered statc.
Next, I sliutl present some illustrations of work in this field. Ther. a discussion will
oe give-n which, it is hoped, will, indiczei tht potential of chemical vapor dcpOzition01 as
a means *f z.rri-.izig at a better understanding of matters such as bow crystal girwth
begins and how it may be controlled. Finally, I shall suggest goals in this area which
may be reached as a result of new lknow~ledge devezkp-*ed when we know more about the
fundamental aspects of chemical vapor deposition processes.

Bulk Deposits

The ordered nature of massive metal laid down by chemical vapor deposition is
manifest in the very name applied to stych deposits formed on hot wires, i.. e. , "crystal
bar". Figure I shows a shoet section of a 314-inch-diameter titanium crystal ha. tUhat
exchibits large grair, structure- These deposits often are laid dowa at temperatures
sufficiently elevated to permit the growth of large crystal= which =-ay cover the =hole
cross section of the bar. In Ftgure Z, a portion of a 114-inch-diameter titanium
-rysta-l bar, formed at a tempkarature very close to the melting point, is shown, on Che

external surface ofawhich only three major grain boundaries apI.Car-

One ruetallographic technique often used to develop infornmation regarding the
orientation --=4 crystalline ptrfection of individual grains in z crystalline m~aterial is
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FIGURE 1. SECTION OF 314-INCH-DIAMETER TITANIUM CRYSTAL BAR

N84811

FIGURE 2. SEV AOX OF 1/ 1-INCR -DIAMETER TITANIUM CkYSTAL BA R
DEPOSITED AT A TEMPERATURE NNEAR THE MELTING POINT

N8480t

FIGURE 3. GROVWT STR~zUCTURE ON CRYSTAL BAR OF FIGURE I
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tatof deep etching to form what are called etch pits. Chemical vapo r- deposition
technicues have been used in several ways to provide similar information. For example,
ecth pits have been fortned .ngeroiz4.ikem single crystals by attack with iodine vapor.
Inversely, the growth habits of metal crystals formed by chem~ical vapbr deposition can
be studied. FEzure 3 shows a portion of oi.e: graili of the crystzal bar of Figure 1 at
higher magnification and indicates a growth habit that is quite different from those of
its neighbors. The study of such structures should be particularly rewarding.

Under some condfitions, crystals with sever;i w.l-4vlp faces may result,
as is illustrated bv the iodide chromium deposit of Figure 4. Such metal contains less
thzn 10 pipm oaf any single mnetallic im~purity. On close inspection, growdl steps can be
disccruted on two of the faces of the crystal shown in Figure 4- We shall have more to
say about these later. The growth habit of rapidly derposited GaAs is shown in Figure 5..
Ancether chromium crystal is seen in Figure 6. Here the growth steps are quite well
developed. Let us now look at, such a crystal at a higher mnagnification (Figure 7) lfl
which the ordered nature of the growth pattern is even more apparent.

Figur- 7 also illustrates how c rystals can be used to study the m:-. of deforma-
tion of high-purity meta'ls wMhen subjected to c:trna. forces- Striations which run in a
different dizection than dro the growth steps can be -iiscerned. These are slip lines
whir-; were developed when this chromnium crvstai wzs subjected to comnpressive forces.

Thefinl ilutraionin hi seies Fgure 8~ is an electron micrograph. of a deformed
ch-romium, crystal depicting both growth steps and slip lines. Of further interest are
the numerous small nodules everywhere present on the surface shown in Figure a.
Their true nature is not kporn although it is postulated that they could be minute oxid.e
crystals. The growth features illustrated above all are of a u"macro"i nature- A discus-
sian of atomnic-scale growth steps is pres-unted in the third pcpcr of this series.

For some materials, ss-any small crystals form which grow more or less
independently, tlhus Iriciditig a loosely knit body of poer mechanical strength. An
example of this is thoriu.m crystal bar, a crass scction of which is sbown in Figure 9.

While we know in a general way some of the r--sons why these massive deposits
form as they do, we do not know how to controL or to modify them to any great extent.
It is hoped that .future fund.,menWa research will supply much of this missing informat-ion
and, hence, enable us to provide new forms of t-hese and ote-" rnt-'--a' s
useful in, as yet unspecified, industrial appiicatiuzo.._

Thin-Film Deposits anid Epitaxial Growth

!n recent years, workers in the field of electronics tecchnclcry haive devoted much
cffor-t t%&rd miniat.urization of devices andcor-ponents. An important concept thus
developed is that of multilayer solid-state circuits. In such circuits, thin films of
appropriate materials are successively dcoposited one over the other throuzgh special
masks to form a composite structsere containing resistors, inductors. capacitors, in-
sulators, beaters, and the canductcrs requirvi to propcrly connect these components.
Figure 10 illustrates schematically one of z numi'.-r of ways in which a mnultil~zycr,
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thin-film electronic circuit may be constructed. The circuit example shown in

Figure 10 contains only passive components. In practice, active components, such as

t.ransistors and photosensors, would be included. Such active components also can be

fabricated by chemical vapoi ~-eposition techniques. (2) •some of the h"=*ng

proulle-r.s we ha-.e encountered in this area will be mentioned later.

The term "thin", used in this discussion, refers to films ranging ir. thickness

from 10-7 cm (or 10 angstroms, a distance equal to about twice the interatomic dis-

tance in most solids) to 10-2 cm (0.004 inch).

While a number of the desired thin-film materials can be deposited by vacuum

evaporation (actually, the process should be described as condnsation of evaparated

atoms on a substrate), other :naterials can be handled best by chemical vapor

deposition.

.gefore discussing the application of chemical vapor deposition to the growth of

tlhi.. films, consideration must he given to an important and sometimes uncontrollable

factor which must be taken into account in thin-film technology. This factor i.avolves

the structure of the substrate on which the film iz laid down and how it influences the

structure of the deposited film.

Many years ago, it was observed that thin gold films deposited on Cingle crystalf.

of reck salt were likewise single crystals; also., polycrystalline i.-ms were formed or.

nolycrystailine =ubstrates. Naturally, a name had to be invented for this phenomenon,

since scientists are obsessend by 2 "lesire to carefully name any obsermable effect even

though they do not understand it very welL Thus arose the terni epitaxy( 3 ), which

refers, not to an exotic means of transportation, but rather to an arrangement of

deposited atoans on a substrate. Epitaxial growth comes Phout as a result of an ato.,ic

interaction between the substrate and the deposit which, under suitable conditions, can
exert a directive influence on the nature and orientation of the deposit. However,

neither the crystal structure nor the lattice constant of the deposit and the substrate
need be the _ar.-e. Rather, epitaxy is determined by the relations between (1) the

geometry of the atomic arrangement in the exposed face of the substrate and (2) that of

"t'_Ze atuums in the appropriate face of the depositing material

At present, -nost of our knowledge about crystalline thin films is based o-n

observations rrade on fiims iormed by condensatio,_. (4) The earliest observable stage
of growth is the formati-n of discrete nuclei when the total amnunt of the deposit, i!

uniformly distributed over the deposition surface, is as yet insufficient to form a
monatomic layer. N;o direct evidence is available to explain how this initial nucleation
occurs. Better experimental technique is needed to discover the detail-= ;f this proc-

ess. Nc:lei as small as 10 A in diameter, probabi-- consisting of about 50 atoms, can
be observed by electron microscopy. After such stationary nuclei are formed on the

substrat', surface, direct evidence indicates that the lattice spacing is that of the de-
posited material in bulk, not that of the substrate. However, the state of strain existing
at the deposit-substrate interface is unknown and may exert an important influence -n
the character of the deposit.
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jtaceft work with ti-c field- emission microscapc( 5) 1a permitted continuous
observation oi Lthe adsorption, migration, and aggregatio of silver on tungsten and
molybdenun-, asg well as the adscr-'tion .and desurption of residual gases. Nucleation
was observed to occur much more readily on areas of a tungsten single crystal con-
"taining many steps and kink sites, than on relatively smooth crystal planes. Even at.
M00 K, the condensed silver atoms are highly mobile in preferred crystalline
directions.

For a sufficien~tly large number of nuclei., further deposition gives rise to growth
by d;) drec t deposition on existing nuclei, (2) an initerchange of atoms between neieSh-
bcring nuclei in which large nuclei grow at :he expense of small ones, and (3) physical
growir.L together of ut-iolhboring Ae-mnicits. in cascs for which growth cf nuclei normal
to the substrate is favored, quite large isolated crystallites can result as we 1-We seen
.Z;, the cases of some ioid etals ilutatd-reviceus'r

The practical app~li.aticnts of thin films generally make use of properties which
are structure sensitive. Therefore, carcful ccntroi of the structure is mandatory.

A study of nucleation under various cor.Aitions: of deporition and on substrates of
differina nature (amorphous. crystalline, atomically rough or smooth) is evscztial to an
understanding of the physical properties of films-

It seems probable from accumulating evidence that the structure of very thin
deposited films depends to a fa rge txtent on the mobility of the deposited particles_ (6)
In Ltt~. --as.e of very clean subrstratcs, such mobility is in turn controlled by potential
barriers due to the atomic structure, of the substrate -surface-

Perhaps the earliest example of the formaticra of epitaxial deposits utilizing the
mecthods of chemical vapor deposit ion was the work reported by Koref(7 ) in 1922.. He
s;howed that the diameter of a single-crystal tungsten wire, made by the Pintsch
tem~perature-gradient process, could be increased several times by heating it at a
suitably high temperature in a hydrogen! tungsten hexachloride atmosphere-. Not only
was the finished deposiL a single crystal, but also the initial cross- sectional shape of
the wire was maintained.

In the past Z years, as -- rcsult of considerablh. pressure to produce solid-state
devices largely for military application, high-cnuaiity zrtaxially gr=-:i films and mas-
si±nz deposits have been made using chemical vapor deposition.

Efforts in this =rea have been concerned primarily with the epitaxial growth(8 ) of
c rystalIs of the Group IV elements, germanium and silicon- As a result, in the case of
these two elements at Ic - c, reasonably adequate understanding of some aspects of the
over-all procetc has been obtained- Application has been repxorted Of builh he closed-
cycle van Arkeijde Boer technique, with iodine as the carrier in a disproportionation
reaction, and with the continuous-flow prccess, in which either an. inert gas sweeps
volatilized halide compound zDast the deposition surface, or in which hydrogen,
employed in a halide- reduction reaction, ==- tc ccarrier-'-, 92 -*! For these
reactions, species present in the vapor have been identifl--d, and the chemical equilibria
affecting the deposition process hav~e been studied. Some understanding has been. ob-
tained of the dependence of crystal-grewth rate and of the character o1 the crystalline
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d,.poit U1n vi•,ij.bs such as relative and total concentrations of vapor species, tem-
1-'ratur.,s and to-remperature gpradients., growth direction (i. e. , crystalline orientation),

:Stbstratc type. and skabstrat,. nr .*sed-crystal condition.

N,eeds in this area iiclude better control of thickness and uniformity of deposits
.Is ael[ ,s of the degree of crystalline perfection. In addition, we should know more
.b.-u. substrate preparation and prte-treatment and control of electronically active,
d(Ih ,rate ly introduced impurities ("doping" agents).

A study of epitaxial deposits formed ir. lahoratory investigations carried out at
L..mll., indicates the presence of controlling factors whose exact role is not

unde .rstood.

Vor illustrattion, consider the following examples. Figure 11 is a photomicro-
graph of a GaAs depopit on a mechanically polished GaAs substrate. The deposit is

a...t an early stage, illustrating identically oriented crystal plates growin from

scattered nuclei. The apparent scratcbe- on the substrate were. not observed before
the ri.pogidnn was performed but were developed in the course of the deposition. Com-

pare this with Figure 12 which shows the geometry of a deposit laid down under exactly

similar conditions on a chemically etched GaAs substrate. Here islands of substrate
nrotrude through the overgrowth

Those of you familiar with the III-V semiconductors are aware of the interesting
,tiffer.nces between the (111) and (iII) faces of these zinc blende structures. Differ-
ences in the chemistry of thezo faces and in crystal growth in the two directions are
manifest in the nature of deposits on the two faces. Figure 13 shows the rough, highly
c.-rient.d growth obtained on the face terminating in gallium. In contrast, Figure 14
shows the smooth, layered, monolithic growth obtained under similar conditions on the
arsenic face. The opportunity to investigate these phenomena and the chemical in-
fluence:': of the substrate surfaces upon the various steps in the growth process makes
this a very attractive area for research.

The influence of impurities on epitaxial deposits is another area in which unrelated
observations suggest unexplained phenomena and possibly profound relationships. Im-
purities have becn seen to exert directive influences on morphology of deposits. For
example, the shape of vapor-grown ZnS crystals can be greatly altered by additions such
as copper. Stabilization of the cubic phase at high temperatures by impurities has also
been reported. In semiconductors, of coursc, inpuritles are of paramount importance.
A few shvdieR have been made in which particular attention has been paid to the trans-
port of impurities Irom source materials to deposit. In some experiments, propor-
tionate transport was observed. In othcrs, p-type deposits were grown from n-type
source material. These observations, though not necessarily contradictory, do point
to the need for further investigation. It is significant that problems in all of theseareas
can be related to the mechanisms of nucleation and crystal growth, which are them-
selves yet to be fully understood.

In regard to epitaxial growth of crystals of elements (other than germanium and
silicon) anJ of compounds, the state of the art is far lesi advanced. Some exploratory
work has been done with potentially important binary compounds such as GaAs and GaP,
using halogen transpnr rni.mla, t that discussud above. The precise chemical reac-
tions occtrring have not been determined with certainty and, consequently, adequate

Best Avab13 COPY
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'I .tidiing -A' the ch.-micdl equilibria, necessary for control, of the processes, has
1-,t iet ,a dc.t'lop,:d. In thev ca.e of compounds, the over-all crystal growtf process
:s O(,viousl. monre complex than that for clc,:ents. More species are prezenL in the
vapor system, and analysis and conteoi of vapor equilibria and vapor transport will be
Sor-. diffc'ult. The crystal formation sle also is more complex since it involves the
i,_,Jrp4JrdtiOt' of two types of -%toms into the crystal lattice. The effect of crystalline

n,,-i.tition on growth rate and product quality likewise may be more pronounced because
O)f r, hlarity effects.

lie mechanism of epitaxial growth of crystals of metallic elements by chemical
v. ipor deposition. which appears to have received little attention to date, may be unique.
Chemrnictl boncii•g in the solid is different (i. e. , it is metallic) than that in the classes
of materials discussed so far. Also, the rate of migration of atoms on the crystal
nurfac,, will be dillerent and may proceed by a different mechanism.

it is important to note that in vacuum evaporation, conditions at the substrate may
Cai• fiurn those of equilibrium, particularly when the aubstrate is not heated

, ppreciably. For chemical vapor deposition, in which the substrate mu:. 'c heated,
.Oanditions much more nearly approaching those of equilibrium can prevail, with the
result tsiat single-crystal deposits, grown epitaxially by chemical vapor deposition,
often resemble those of high perfection grown from the melt by allowing material to
solidify on a seed crystal which is slowly withdrawn as freezing takes place. Vacuum-
. -.;porated, single-crystal epitaxial deposits, on the other hand, may contain a greater
number o: dislocations than do melt-grown single crystals.

Another advantageous ieatutc of the chemical vapor-deposition process is its
active chemical nature, which in some cases permits cleanup of substrate surface im-
purities, such as oxides, prior to deposition.

Finally, chemical vapor-deposition processing potentially affords a much easier
controlled introduction of doping agents than do other methods of deposition. Full
understanding and utilization of this aspect cf the process should permit future workers
to achieve the extreme miniaturization and reliability which is the objective of the truly
idvanced concept of molecu~ar elcctronic building blocks which can perform whole
,ircuit functions.

Because of the demands of solid-state-device tcc. ..- logy for immediately useful
components, there has been even less opportunity for a fundamental study of the nuclea-
tion and growth of epitaxial deposits formed by chemicl. ".por deposition than for that
accorded to vacuum evaporated deposits. As hati been pointed out, our knowledge in
this field leaves much to the imagination. Therefore, a research area with many at-
tractive possibilities remains to be explored.

General Conclusions and Goals

It is believed that a more complete unrlersthaling of the fundamental parameters
governing chemical vapor-depcsition processes would permi't reliable predictioii of the
nature of deposits which can be formed under sufficiently well-controlled conditions,
Further, it should he possible rot only to control these reactions hut also to modify the

-- - ------ ---!-
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character of vapor-grown deposits without having to accept "what comes natu. lly":.
Such undesirable results as the lormation of issassive deposits which consist of long
-ulumnar grains grown normal to a deposition surface and which therefore, exhibit low

-- -- - ircc.n paraIc . w he deposition sur may Even
today investigations dealing with pyrolytic carbon are in progress which are aimed at
influencing a growth habit of this type so as to secure improved heat-transfer charac-
.-eristics for important end uses.

shall now suggest -*ome spcciiic goals in the areas undcr discussion whSich msay
be reached if a better understanding of chemical vapor deposition processes can be
deve~oped.

(1) Prenaration of large single crystals of various useful materials
having selected orientation and containing a minimum of dislocations

(2) Foriatdmn of massive deposits oi polycrystalline metals, alloys,
inte-rmetallic compounds, and refractory compounds of metals in
a fully c.onsoiidated form and in useful zhapes

(3) Preparation ci substantially dislocation-free epitaxial thin films ,nd
lavers, of controlled composition and dimensions, for use in thin-
fi.m,: and snolecular electronic applications

(4) Development of n"-w i,.-,.lline forms of matter for use as protective
coatings or as rnateria-Is of construction in environments which nc
currently available materials will tolerate.
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THE SCIENCE OF WHISKER GRfOWTH

by

E.E Un~i...n~u and r., F. Powell

Small, elongated crystals, of metals, nonmetals, or compounds, are called
whiskers. Whisl-ers have been known for sever-" centu.-ces, but e, interest in
them stems from zbout the last decade. (1) Their potentially great strengths, ap-
proaching the theoretical limit, offer the greatest inducement to commercial exploita-
tion. Intercs. in their magnc-tic and st cend.ctor properties also runs high. In the

preceding section, mention was =ad' of cL±.stals essentiall two or three dimensional
in nature. I would like to talk about the one-dimensional aspects of crystal growt.
(specifically whiskers), and mostly about recent de-elopments based on dislocation
Cheory. Dislocations, as you know, are merely the result of atomic deviations from
perfect periodicity of the crystal lattice.

Whiskers can be characzcrized to some extent in tcrms of their p1hysical prop-
erties- They occur in a variety of zizes and shapes, n..m.l!y having dimClnetcrs of I to
50 microns, and lengths of up to several centimeters. The essential feature is, of
course, that one dimension is lrge ccmpared with the others. In one reported case(2 ).
iron -xhisk-rs were obtained that were over 80 mm long and I to Z mnm in diameter.
Whisker cros- sections are :-aally polygonal, wi•th low index planes def•ining the faces.
They occur oftera as singe- crystals v e iL.ng axis parallel to a promine.t crystal
direction.

rs do not appear to groL-. at a uniform rate. Normally, there is a delay,

or induction period, then a period of rapid growth, followed by an abrupt cessation of
observable growth(3 ). lVilrkers may be grown under controlled conditior.s, the rn,7t
frequently used mncw-,-es beixng:

(1) Growi-h from e- soiid(4 )

(2) Condensation of a supcr*.iurated vapor(5)

(3) Precipitation from soluticn(6 1

(4) Reduction of a metal halide•-).

It is in this latter method of producing whiskers that we have the grea't.2-t intercst here.
However, from the theoretical .t.ndpoint. whilsker growth by the other three methods
has been treated most extensively.

Tab'e I presents a partial list of metallic whiskers grown from their halides by
hydrogen reduction{8 ). These results, arrived 3t experie..Cntaily, represent conditions
that favor vuhisker growth. For example, copper whiskers up to 50 mm long cold be
grown fruts cuprous chloride at temperatures Ietween 430 and 850 C. The best results
were obtained a- 650 C.- near Lhe r--,A_!. .cf 1hin trn-=ratsrc range. In other regions
of the system, the growth of three-dimensional particles or two-dimensional ;ayers may
be favored, instead of .-hiskers. The factors important to one-dimensional whisker
growth are as yet largely unknown.
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TABLE 1. MIETALS GROWN FROM THEIR HALIDES
BY HYDROGEN REDUCIION

Tempera ture Maximum
Metal Halide Range, C Length, mm

;_u CuC1 439-850 59
CuBr
Cul

Ag AgCi 700-900 10

AgI

Fe FeCI, 730-760 ZO
FeBr,

Ni NiBr, 740 z

CCoB.> 650 3

5-Mn MnC, 9410 0.26

Au AuCIX 5-L% 2

Pt nx!,. 800 3

Pd PdCI_>.P 96u 10

The mechanism of w',isker formation m:ay be co.-.Aidrerd iro. the stand..oint
of classical nucleation and growth theory. (9) Consider a supersaturated vapor at a high
temperat-rc impinging on a crvstailine rcgi,,n at a lower t,' perntrt. The sit.atiLn
may be represented schematically as sho-wn in Figure 1. This figure shows the sur-
face of a :perfect crystal at low temperature with a step in the surface and a 1-qkink"of
the type marked A. These kinks play- n -41n;rta-it part by acting as exchange sites in
the positioning of new atoms in order to cornplexc a -- •w laver.

As the temperature is raised, the vibrations of the atoms will become progres-
sively stronger, znd some atoms will be able to overcome the energy thath.r;ds 'Ukent
to the crystal. This condition is portrayed on the right-hand side of Figure 1, whcre
we sat. "roughu" surface. Thermal vb-r-.tio-s bhav: produced a high population off
states labelled R,, C, and D.

Two processes will occur simultaneously: some atoms will leave the crystal, but
others wtill arrive at the crystal from the vapor. An equilibrium state is reached when
the ratcs of these two processes are. equaL Growth of the crystal w-iil be the res,,lt. of
three :.tagzs: -. 2-., A.aaZpr= o; atomf from &he vaper in the adsorbo.- ".-'r"
second, the diffusion of adsorbed atums toward the steps; and third, the diffusion: of
adsorbed atoms along the edge of the steps toward a kink.
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a. At low. teprtr b. At higher temperature

FIGURE: 1. CInYSTAL SURFACES

Ca'Ac-Oatiorns by Burton, Cabrera, and Frank(1 0 ) show that ato-.s iailiuse con-
siderablc distances before evaporating or sticking. Thus it follows that the rate of
growAth need not. depend on the direct arrival of atoms to any particular place on a
c-r stal surface - such as a kink. Rather, growths can take place by atoms arriving
indirectly at the kink by way of surface migraticn. This point assumes additional sig-
nxficance when considering the growth of whiskers, and will be mentioned later.

Due to th~e accretion of the atoms, therefore, a straight step will. advance, and at
a r-ate proportionz! to thc =upersaturation ratio. When the step, or steps, on the crys-
tal surface have travelled to the edge of the crystal, the steps will disappear. Further
growth will the-n be possible onyif new steps can bc formed.

Gibbs"l 1) first pointed out that = new layer would =ave to be nucleated for growth
to continue. Tfhus for a perfect crystal, the factor :hat limits the rate cf growth ix the
difficult y of starting new layers, which is a nucleation. problem. Th-e figure or. the left-
hand side oi Figure Z represents a two-dimension-al nucleus. For a given degree of
supersaturation, there is a critical radius of the nucleus, such that for smalier radii,
th-e n -liwill tend to evaporate and for larger radii,* the nuclei will grow. The tirob-
ability th~t a nucleus of critical size will form iso very sensitive to super-nuain

According to the lascl t=nceaintoudb m

possible at low supersaturations. Moreover, a critical supersaturation oi Z5 to -;;
per cent would be needed for an appreciable rate of forma~tion of nuclei. Yet growth
occurs readily under conditions. of lc spersataurations. In fact, the observed growth
behavior is just that which would be expected if nucleation of is'land ruonolayers did not
occ-ur,. but steps were always present on the surface.

F- C. Frarnk(1 2 7 sclvc4E the probt-n of how a Surface can remain stepped no
matter how far t-he step ad-.ances. lie predicted that the growing crystal is no'. perfect ,

t~tcontains dislocations sitrij.%r to that depicted at the right-hand side of Figure 2.
Here a screw dislocation meets zhe sirface of the crystal at right angles. As atoms
are adsorbed on. the surface and diffuse toc the s~tep, the step advances on. sort of a spiral
curve. The surface of the cry-cal becomes a helicoid (or spiral ramp) and the step can
advarnec inidefin'itely. Thuz, the crystal can grow to any size irithcut the nucleation of
ncw layers.
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FIGURE.Z. CRYSTAL SURFACES WITH A )VIO-NOLAYER NUCLEUS
AND A SCREW VDISLOCATION NUCLEUS

The theoretical predictions by Frank were brilliantly confirmed by subsequent
experimental findings. One such. e:,-mple(13) is shown in Figure 3. We see the surface

of a SiC crystal %%i:th a growth spira! emana•ting frtJm •- screw dislocation. Thvestep
heights are 165 A ir Cthis particular case o tw-o--dinmensional gre"d"

The one-Adlmensional growth that characterizes a whisker is port rayed schemnati.-
caliy{ "4} in Fig;ure 4- The screw" dislocation oPriginally present on the surface is seen
i, -h ct-,=av ,-icw. w~hile the tip of the -.vh: ,*Ker still retains an emergeant screw dis-
location after growth has occurred-

insome cases a screw dislocation is not readily available at the substr ",e surface-
A* mechanism{(15} -hereby one can he generated is shc~w:= in Figure S- An impurity atom

on the c:fc is e~ngui~l by a" gra"--ri=g !2yer. Under the c--ndifions enc-,unte-ed in this
sequence of e-. ents, a s.recw dis location can be forih.-1.

The success of Frank's sc rew- dislocation t~heory of cr-ys-a! growth prvwspzeu'
several theoreti:cal attempts to expslain the growth of metal, whiskers. Theories wero
offered by- Peach{ 16}, F rar-0{17}. Eshelby( w8}, Franks{ 19}, ,nd •mcneinck%(-O }, to .•name
"z, fw.-. It has been rem--.ked{z'1} that all these *-ieor:-es require:

(1)} A dislocation rceti.g di]e surface with a component of its Burgers
vecter norm.al to the surfa,,;e

(21, A dislo-cazzon mechanism for generating vacancies at ",ht base of
thne Whiske--s

(Oy A• driving force for this transport rnechzindzm,-

(4) A sink for the vacancies that are generated.

- N.
i • • • • I • Ill III •1 1 I II I I II| I III

_ - -• =. • .; : _ . .;;• .; - I __ }: :: .. ..
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FIGURE 3. HEXAGONAL SPIRAL ON S-iS CRYSTAL WIVE~ A STEP
HEIGHT OF 165 A



I1846Z2

FIGURE 4. FORMATION OF A PERFECT CRYSTAL "WHIISKCER
ON A SUBSTRAT E FROM THE VAPOR

S S
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FIGURF- CAPTURE G-FA FOREIGN PARTICLE BY A GROWING CRYSTAL1
RESULTING IN FORMATION OF A SCREW DISLOCATI ON
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Other than these four points of similarity, the dislocation theories differ with regard to
the details. Figure 7 emphasizes one of the unresolved questions - that is, whether
whiskers really grow from their base or their tip. It can be seen that experimental
evidence has been obtained for both growth from the base(4') and from the cp(23).

Peach'ts theory, for ex-ample, postulates growth from the tin of the whisker.
Figur4 6 shows the dislocation mechanism suggested by Peach{16. The two vertical
_-ies represent screw dislocations emerging at the surface at A and A'. Vacancies
d.fiuse down tho dislocation lines. wLich is equivalent to - nnwvement oi atoms up the
c:sicatior, lines. The atoms emerging at the surface cause the surface steps to wind in

spirals. leading to the formation of whiskers.

Another important dislocation mechanism is one that postulates the growth of
whiskers at the base. Examples of these theories are those by Frank( 17 ) or Eshelby(18 ).
Tho eisential features of a mechanism for growth from the base are described and l-
lestzrated in Eshelby's paper. A small hump on the surface Lecomes oxidized, resulting
in a negative surface tension whicrl :tnds to pull out a whisker. A dislocation source is
situated on a plane beneath the hump and gives out dislocation loops whi-.t -Et:e to the
surface. Each loop adds a single atomic layer to the length of the whisker, causing it
to grow from the base.

Other dislocation theories of whisker growth have been advanced. How:cycr, they
deal mainly with whiskers grow. directly from the solid substrate, without participation
by other phases. Of more direct interz-st in this presentation are those whiskers grown
by cheniical vzzyor dcposition In t•h- case, we can proceed by analogy with the theory
developed for w-'hiskers formed from their vap-.-.- This apprcach has been adopted by
Brenner, and Sears, among others.

Se.•rx(2"I% studied the growth mechanism of mercury whiskers by condensation of
mercury vapor on a glass surface. The actual rate of growth %vas about 5000 times
greater than the calculated Rrowth rate. The calcua'ted growth rate was based on the
hypothesis that only mercury atoms striking the advancing w-hizher tip contribute to
axial growth. The discreponcy between the measured and calculated growth rates
demonstrates that mercury -. oms st riking elsewhnere are contributing to axial growth.

A calculation cf the surface nucleation rate rcquired to account for the observed
growth rate also reveals a striking discrepancy whcn r--,pared with the measured
nucleation rate. In terms of •he supe% saturation ra.iz, the calculated ratio was about
;3' and the measured ratio about 103. This result strongly sugeests that the axial
growth mechanism does not involve nucleation of new layer-.

Since the axial growth rate cannot be accounted for oy homogeneous two-
dimensional nucleation, it is postulated that a permanent growt:i s:ep i.c exposed in the
,ldvancing step. This is equivalent to the statement that the whiskrir contains an axial
screw dislocation. Since two-dimensional nucleaticn cannot occur on the whisker faces,
a.nd sin'ce atomic irrpinrgement nn the whisker tip is inadequate, Sears p r-tul.at•- .:8h16er
mnchanisni. for rapid axial gzowth. Mercury atoms impinge on the sides oZ the whiskers,
are adsorbed, and migr,,ic to the advancing end, where they are incorporated into tht
crystal lattice.
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FIGURE 6. WHISKER GROW.TH• :•.ECIL-\NISM A•CCORD)ING TO PEACI!
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I Sn

a. Growth From the Base

[CuO~ i

b. Growth From the Tip

FIGURE?. MECHANISM FOR GROWTH OF WIUSKERS
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Thc gr�wzh rates of wlii�t:r� furzz:ed b�' reduction of metal halidcs should �Iso be
explicable by aporopriete modification of the a!;ore ::iechanisrn. However, there is still
so;ne cuestion about the details. In particular, Iwo �.ecnanisms were advauced to cx-
plain the nrow�h of copper whiskeri. obtained by the hydrogen reduction of cuprotas hidide.

cn�cr' postuia� � *k .t*t�� �s n CflflTWr
-r -� iodide . n'urr�d in th.�

vapor phase, torruing a supersaturated copper vapor. Sears.--: ICIL ±n�enu LhnL �-�jrut�
iodide acted merely as the carrier species in the vapor phasc, and that the reduction of
cuprous iodide by hydrcgea occurred only at the growth step on the tip of a whisker with
an axa� Screw dislocation.

Brenner's point of view was invalidated by Morelock and Sears(ZS), who found
experimentally that the vapor phase is not highly supersaturated in copper vapor.. They
concluded that reduction must occur heterogeneously at the bp, which is equivalent to
the as .. ption that reduction occurs at the step oi an axial screw dislocation.

T�. this brief review, ilo attempt has been made to touch on other interesting aspects
of whiskers, for cx....�npk, their �trength �,raoerties(Z7). Rather, we have tri'�d to
summarizc the current status of experiment and theory dealii�g with the Ducleation az'd
erowth processes of netallic whiskers, and some of the factors ccntrotiing these
processes.

It is believed that only 'y a careful quantitative experimental study of the
important factors governing whisker growth, in sin�ple systems and ur.der reproducible
cunditions. can further clarification of this problem be achieved. It has been demon-
strated that whiskers c�n be groa. �under empirically developed ruies�, an� that some
of these whiskers have attractive properties. It is not unreasonable expect even
g:eater uses for whiskers that are more perfect, longer, and mere stable in ordinaze
ezxironznents.. Such properties may be attained more rapidly, the better our �cicntific
understanding ol !iisker growth.
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THE SCIENCE OF METAL- ORGAONIC DECOMPOSITION

by

E. H. Hall and A. Levy

Introduction

In the preceding sections, =nrideration has seen given to questions of chemical
vapor deposition as they relate %o the deposit.cd mnaterial, such as its naturez its form,
and characteristics. Let us now consider one of the several available "hernical systems
from which vapor deposition may be accomplished, namely, metal-or-ganc decomposition.

Metal-Org-anicc a-s Plating Gases

Scr-.l types of mez1- organic compeounds have beer. used for the depositio:n of
mctals and are -1mnari•c•.d below.

Metal-Bcaring Compomnd Typical Examwple

(1) Alkyls A.(CH3 ) 3
(2) Aryls Mg(C6 HS)?2
(3) Aralkyls Si(CZH5 ) 3 (C 6 115 )
(4) Car'bonyi's Fe(CO)5
(5) Acet1lacetonates Co(CH 3 COCIICCCH 3 )Z
(6) Cyclopcntadienyls Cr(C5H5)7
V7I Arenes Cr(C6 H 6 )2

It should be pointed out that, ior the purpose of this discussion, we are usi--.g a broad
definition of the term, metal-organic, as have many Authnrs. We include the acetyl-
acc-onates where the m-tal is 4onded to ' hz organic group through oxygen atoms. Also
included are the silanes, although silicon is not a true met.Ld. Because of the diverse

of cz-pounds available, metal-organic deco-nposition is :an extremely versatile
tool of chem-..ia=l vapor dcpesition. The var-ioc c,:-..-.--,ds %vailabl,- cover a wide rar.c.
,.f volatility, stability, toxicity: and ease oF preparation. For example. if the toxicity of
the carbonyls is a serious objection for a given application, an alkyl might be used. If
the metal to be_ deposited does not form an alkyl, the cyclopentadienyl may be available-
Whatever the application, a suitab!z metal-organic compound can generally be selected.

In addition to deposition of metals, it is ofte.n desired to deposit exides. Work has
"b.e.= reported 0) on the volatile alkoxides of titanium, z.rconium, hafnium, and other
metals which yield the metal oxide on pyrolysis. A coating of SiO2 deposited on a semi-
conductor surface from ethyl-trietho.q silane his been eportcd. (M) Silicon dioxide and
beryllium oxide have also been deposited !rz=.. ethyl-.rthosiliczt and beryllium. basic
zcet-ate, r.-spcc'ively.

In addition to the flexibility of their application, metal-organic compounds offer
th- advantage that, in gCrteral, they can be vaporizec' and dectamposed at relatively low
tcmpcraturcs•. Thus the v,-or'z.r, c---ectin; lLnes, ;nd deposition•sUrfa.- CAan h.
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-.ýperated at a .cvzer temperature than wxhen other types of deposition systems are used.
This is p•rticularly important ist those c.se- where a metallic coating is to be applied to
a substrate which is it..lf .instable at high temperature. In these cases, metal deposi-
tion can be accoanolished fro= some of the •arbony!s near a-nbient termperature.

On the other hand, a severe limitation of the zintrc gcez~ral' use or metaz-----
is the codeposition of impur-.ties, principally carbon. The common observration has
been that., wh•. metal is deposited through a primary reaction, degradation of the
.- g ar.oiucts thrcugh secondary reactions results in contamination of the metal with
r• "-•-n. • Such imniprities can be very detrimental as, for exa'mnple, in the case of the

nre=,aration of thi:n films for semiconductor or sunercondtutor applications where small
amounts of impurities can change the electrical properties drastically. It is clear that
this problem nmust be solved in order to make full use of this versatile method. The
solution of the problem lies in the proper understanding of the basic mechanism by w-hich
the carbon is depnsited By learning the nature of such side reactions, it becomes pos-
sible to devise means of preventi•ng them.

Literature

Ln surveying the recent: lite.-ature., one finds work divide-d roughly inLo two catCgo-
ries. The first is the applied area in which the purpose is to develop a gas plating
proccis. Sui'i--.. op--ating conditions for producing a good dep'osit are determined
cmpirically. In the secend area, other workers have studied the kinetics and mechanism
o- the decomposition of --ricusncal-,z-anic co-.mponds. Evaluatio-a of any metal de-
po•.ited was generally net included z- the investigation. In a fundamentall study, these

two approaches m-s- be combined. The kinetics asid mechanism of both the primary
=netal-produring react*-o- and the secondary reactions oe the organic proeucEts z'ust be
determined and correlated with the observed nature of the metal produced.

In the area of applied worik, there is :t gr-at umount of literature on deposition
from metal alkyls, pazticularly of aluminm-n. (3) Considerable art has also been devel-
oped in, the preparation of metal powders and metal co,4ings by carbonyl decomposition.
Iron, nickel, cobalt, 3nd molybdenum powders and coatings have been prepared in this.
-'ay for use i-n the preparation of resistors, porous electrode-, -ether electrical and elec-
tra--ic applications, and other more genrall uses. Thin .irns of cob.4 .- L -obalt-iron
alloys have been prcpared(4 ) by deposition from &he acetyl-acetonates. Work at Battelie
in the applied field has included chromium coating cQ nuclear f.el particles irom chro-
mI.- dicumene; BeO coating of uranium oxide particles :rc.the acetylatczcoaae and -•t
basic acetate; molybdenwum coating of lcw-allov steel for corrosion r-sistance. iron
applied to the inside of small bore stainless steel zt.-ng in a nuclcar- reactor =pplirat;-•-
and nickel coating of pcrcelain insulators, all froa lit, corresponding carbonyl; platinum
from the carbonyl chloride; and copper deposited an gi•ass .-o.-n the act el .nae fr

electrical conductivity.

Much work on the ki.ctics and mechanism of the decomposition o-f metal =!kyi•s has
been reported.-:59) 1:: the great number of cases, the ratc-determining step was found

0 beM zhe breamutg 0: a er:n-rL.I boand with the form-tion of a free a.iv; r;.-ial. The
free radicals then react further to yieid a.ziu-xtad hydrocarbon-- as the orincira! gaseous
products. There arc cascs, how-ever, in which the metal hydride and an oicfin,
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'zerrCz;ij-diL.g t,, thc ,alky. gzuup, ýr%: pi•du,4.td on pyrolysis. This zes.•lt i Lulttcr ex-
Plainted by a moZi.rcular r.arrangement mecha-nksm than by free- radical formation.
rable I gives a te% cases ;!Iustrating both types of reaction. The first four exhibit irea-

:adacal formaLZx-tiule the .tst six are e-xamples of a molecular mechanisin in which the

TABLE 1. DECOMPOSITION OF METAL ALKYLS

Temperature, Proposud
Conipcauld C Deposit Mcchanism(tl Reierencc

Gernmanium tctracUhyl 420-450 Ge + ? -- 10
Silicon tetraeLayl 560-600 -- FR 11
S:-:ic. tctr'methvi 640-720 Si + C -- 12
Tin tetramethvi 430-493 Sn + C PR + MR 13
Alu•.-.um triethyl Z50 -- MR 8
Sodium ethyl 142 NaH MR !4
Magnesium diethyl 175 NMgH 2  MR 15
Beryllium di-t-butyl 210 Bell> MR 16
Alumninum tri-i-butvl 150 No n-Catal MR 17
Alumninum tri- i-butyl 250 Ai MR 17

(a) FR - FRcc R.2-c.I: •R - :..kcalb .2raqmcmccK

products are mctal hydridc and an olefin. In some cases, the metal hydride produced
can hc decompos-"d at higher tem.pe-aturcs to metal and hydrogen- For example,
aluminum tri-isobutyl at 150 C decomposes to di-isobutyl aluminun, hydride and
is-•butylenc, nhilc at 250 C, the products are aluminum metal, isobutylene, and hydro-
Sea. .1 IR may be seen in Table I that those reactions where free radicals have been
postulated were carried cut at distinctly higher temperatures than those showing molec-
ular rearrangecmeut. It may be that • rec-radical mechanism wo-id bcco.-.c i-=nortant
at higher temperatures for the latter group as well. A mode of molecular rearrange-
ment which explains the formation o: metal hydride and le-fin during pyrolysis is sho--
below-r:

Proono:ed Mechanisms for M•.!I Alky! Dccomnposition

L "Hydrogern- Res-cfncc-B sbt1. - f.. ;ib.rg a%:d Dauer

113 H> 11)H
/CC C

!I-.C MXg CH 2 -`HzC- Mig

H if H H

C C

Nig Cl'2

1! H



11. Free--Radical Mech~anism

M Rr. MRn_ I R

MR-i= Mi + In - l

The simjplc free- radical process is also shown. Itwill be seen later in thc
:!.s-"s.o:.th~at simillar -nechiarisins are postulated for the decomposition Of some

or-anos~ianes-

While a con~siderable ~rniou= .f cdw has been done on thc kinetics and mechanism
of *-'-2 primary decomposition process, very little has been done to elucidate the second-
arv nrocesses which lead to carbon codeposition. It is cssesnti1 Is tha full understanding
of such side reactions be obtained so that means of preventing them can be devised. As
an example, in the pyrolysis of mercury dimethyl( 18 ), an oily film of unsaturated hydro-
carbons was obuscrved to deposit togtther -vith droplets of mercury on the walls of the

e.c-ction,.essel. When hydrogen was added to the mercury dimethyl befoie pyrolysis,
the rate of r.eation was accelerated, and no oily film was deposited w:.*- ::.. meercury
We niay postulate that the hydrogen reacts wi;:th the mcchyl radi-Cals so that they are rte-
moved from the reaction more effectively than in the absence of hydrogen- In like
mnanneli, there may be many other means of minimizing or eliminating codeposition oi
carbon or carboun-cont-i-ning compounds if the mnechanism, of the sccondar.y processes
were accura-ely- knon

An interesting extension of metal alkyl decomposition has been recentiy reported%9 )
on the formation of lead telluride film=a by deposition from mixtures of tetraethyl lead
and hidrogen telluride-. Films of lead tcliurid'- were formed in stoichiomnetric amounts,
at z temperature at which the :ctraethyi lead is normally stable.

Another recent modification i s the use of an electron beam to dcv-omoose some
... tai alkyls. (ZO) A system is cvacuatcd then back-fil led to about 0.5 mi-c'ron% with ;zn
organometallic. The substrate to be plzted is sprayed with electrons which produce a
rr.cta! film on the substrate- Presumably, these films are produced with the substrate
at a lower temperature than that required for thermal decomposition.

In the work discussed previ ously, the sour'e -materials insvolved have boon~r mn-re or
less urstable oc pud which can be deomc~.rduccd) will. relative ease to
vieid the desired deposit. In thc casc of siany organometallic compounds, the decompo-
sitisur- producta may be :heansclves fairly cotaplex organic molecules of differing degrees
of stability. Such products must be removed from the deposition site tc. prevent con-
tamnination. A study of the factors affcrting the stability of organic molecules thus can
ac just as a=eful in providing p-ertinent fundamuental %nowledge ais is a study of their in.-
stabil--tv- For !hA. puirposes of illustration, a dcscrip*.-on uil1! be gi-en -.4 ieork carried
out Z n an% Air 1! u.-=- poe~sored research prograre.0 , ia orzder to indicate some of the
techniques which could be employed in: an exploration of the kinetics atmf mechanism. of
~.ccosidary rzzctiorns leading to the con' 1.miusaiion of deposits with carbon.



Factors That Make for a Stable Orvan ic Mol.-cil,1.

r Or a -nolecule to be stable, the rate of decompositio:& must be low. Expressed in
termrs of simple reaction minetirs, ill rntv- con stant is giver. by

k =Ae

where A it- the f requency factor and A E is the activation energy. In general, for an
organic :x.olecule to exh.ibit good thermal stability, it wvill possess anl or somre of the
following-

(1) Low k(low Aand high -4E)

(2) Strour; C - C, bonds

(3) Resonant bonds

(4) lfultia~e bonds

'15) No hydrogen bonding or strong hydrogen bonding.

Vjhthe above criteria in mind, let us consider the rebults of a stuq!j of the decom-
position of tetraphenyls-ilane az-i its filly hydrogezated derii~ativc, tetr.?cyclohexylsilane.

The kinetic measurements are made by the sealed-vial tcchniente. Decompositions
in this program are carried out in the gas phase at pressures bet.ween !1'2 and I atmos-
I~nere. With this proccdure, weighed quantities ot sarrmple (powder form) a-.e scaled
under vacuumn and then placed in the furnace for various periods of time. The py-rcaed
sample is then attached to the va-cuumr line: and the volatile products are transferred,
setparated, and quantitatively analyzed by standard fracticnal condensation techniques-
These analyses are accomplished with the a-id of irtfrared and sitass spectrometric
analyses to ini;tially idcntify the -varicus species. The less volatile components of the
reactions, nitiely, those wh~ich c.annot be distilled *%--t u-nder vacuum. at room temanzra-
ture, are then anaiyzeA~ by aleratcd-temp-er-ature gas chromatographic techr:iques and
infrared analys~i:;. Us-ing such procc4iures. one is able to obtain the rate of formation of
the principal products of de,-~ompositior;, tne dli.cci. ra..; of -aconipositi-on of the starting
material, and also the inriucncc of secondary or competing: reaetin a s a f'Anhctie'n of !he
extent of rcaction.

Decomposition, of Tetranhenyl-silane

The primary volatile reaction products of the thrermal decomposition off tetraphentyl-
.-ilanc arc benzene, sm.-aller arnounts of methane and hydrogen, and traces of ethane.
These pr.ndzicts are formed by a first-cr-Icr process. Less volatile P7:4-inetS are: tri-
phenyls-I=ene and bit punlibezn.I addition, a qutrntity of polysser is formed
which has been shbown to contain th- silicon F'till bound te pheryl anqd other awrntnaticc
groups. In Figure I is shown a standard first-ordcr plot for the decomposition of tc*ra-
phetn-ylsillanc at four sp'fct--pv-~. -.%!--c.
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Ftgtisue 2. One obtains an activation energy of 82.2Z kcal/na".4t. From these combined
dat;L, one calculates the rate equation for the decomposition of tetraphen-ylsilane which
is shown ;-. Fieture 2.

-. L'. !Z:.. .e i.:-------------- anolt'atlnt raLe 1ry LtA

can calculate an entrcpy ot activation for the transition comxplex and the decomposition
reaction. Such a calculation gives an entropy of activation equal to plus 16. 2 entropy
urlit:S. The import Z:-.CC Cntrop; calcullationz will. be dincuss"ed later.

Decomposition of Tetracyclohcxylsilane (TCHS)

Ina the decompositic-x of tetracyclohexylsilane, the primary product formed is
cyclohcxene. Much less polymer is produced than in the decomposition of tetraphcnyl-
silane- Figure 3 showvs several plots o-- the first-order decomposition of TCIMIS as a
functi'on of time and teirperature. In Figure 4 art presented two Arrhernius plots ior the
ciecomposition based oni the rate data obtained from the direct decompr.-ition c-- TCHS and
from the formatiorp of the cvclohexcne. As shecvrn here, the acz-iv-ztion ene~rgies are in
fairly g*dag-rerment and are indicazivr- of breaking a Si-C bond. The value agrees
favor~ibly it:hevali~e Of tlhe 15-C bond ac given by Pauling (57. G kc-d rmolc)- These
da-ta lead to the rate equation given.- in Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows the influence UI substituting a cycloliexyl group for a -hanyl grouLp
on the silane. in this figurz are presented the first- order rate data for the decomoosi--
tion of ji) tct-=phenylsilane, (Z) diphenylcyclohexylsilane, (3) tripl-enylcyclohexylsilane,
and (4) tetracyclchexylsilane, all at 476 C. As is quite apparent, the substitution of a
circiohexyll group for a phenyl group markedly decreases stab~ility ef ' tz- p-henylsilane.

In Table 2 are listed kinetic factors for the decomposition Wf severa o 5 .:;ac
and tetraphenyl germants. It is of interest to note that the frequency and entropy factors
:;eoarAte the compounds into. tw*o distinct groups, s-uggesting different mechanisms of
decomposition-. Compounds 1, 2, 3, and 4 have high-frequency lactors ji. c. , h~igs it- 0-Z
sense that !013 to 014~ reciprocal seconds may be called normal according to transition-
state theory if- thr entrcpy ui activation is zero) and correspondinlgly pobitive entropy
factors. Compo-rnds 5 an'l 6, un the othcr nanA. have iwfeunyfactors An~d crorres-

~o~~gynegative entropy factors. The entropy dAiz suggest that Compounds I through
4 go through an initial state to a transitiecn state wit.h no Special di!fficulty (probably jus-t
a change from a vibrational degree of frccdorn in the molecule to a translational degree
of freceum ;n the complex), while Compound's 42 z-.d 6 lose entropy. in pa-sing into a
transition state by the fact t-a- the activated complex takes on a more complicated
structure.
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`1' .:VF:RAI. ORGANO-SILANE., AND

i'El kAJilNYILG!MANE

F r' (Iue cy Activation
F.: ciu r 1ntropy of Energy

Lou A, Activation (' E),

, (•,.S) , C. U. kcal/rnole

I Si(C1-13) 4  15 . 204 +11. 7 78.8
II Si(CI.£)4  16. 531 + 12. 9 50. 5

III SiG(C3 -1.7) 4  15. 920 +10. 3 46.0
IT ,i(G 6 II 5 ) 4  17..204 +16. 2 82. 2
V Si(GClI1 ) 1 Z. 892 -3.2 57.5

VI Ge(CZH 5 ) 4  1?. 505 -5.5 51.0

Stated in still another way, then, these kinetic data suggest that Compounds I
through 4 decomposc by a free-radical process, while Compounds 5 and 6 decompose
by an intrainolecular process in which the intermediate transition state takes on a four-
vnter-type bond strurture. On the basis of these data, therefore, the tetraphernylsilane
probably decomposes by a mechanism which follows according to some of the equations
given below:

P4 Si 03 Si' + 4"

•' + "4 S H l' ' 3 SiCsH4"

>3Si" + 4 Si - "3SiH + '3 SiC6H4"

3 Si" • 4 Si - 3Sic 6H-14Si 3 + H'

'3 36 4 3q) 3 sicH 4' + ¢4 Si -- ýP3 sic 6 14 -c 6 H4 Si.,P3 + H"

'/'3 SiC 6 H 4 + k4 Si - 3 SiC 6r 6 SiH 3 +W

0 3 SIC 6 H 4 " + 3 -3 Si (Y .S4.C6 C 4 3i(P 3

0" + 0 3 S"i -- 02 Si(H)C6 H 4 0

04Si-- 0aSi(H)C 6 H 4 0

~Cst Av&cbio Copy



Iv the ype of 1- .1 .;..u -:! I ": [v(, I S is d iu.utposing is as follows:

11 Hc--C

(C 6 ii 1 04 Si (C6ti 1 1)33-- Si-CH HCH",~ \ji H /
"-- -c'-c

1 H

(C611i j)OSiH 3- C6HI0

. ) tII •S ; -' Sill4  + 3C 6 11 1 0

Si i 2H,

A';ou .vhow,:Ji here it the 1our-ceixter-type bond structure which exists- in the transition
state. Aithuugh the steps showr appear quite straightforward, and one would assume

Irum this !hat oue woild obtain reasonabl) large: quantities of qilicon, such is not the
,'• Fice sili,.n is formed from the de,. urpusition of TCHS, but not to the extent
suggestCd 11, the above equation~s. F...r this reason, therefore, it is quite apparent that

there ar, other reactions which may still tie up some of the silicon.

As we have i,,dicated, the decomposition of tetraphenylsilane does not yield an

appreciable amount of fret silicon. An infrared trace of the residue which is formed in
the de-.ormpuoition of tetraphenylsilane is shown in Figure 6. The point of principal

interes: here is the 9. 0-micron band and the 14. 3-micron beind. The 9. 0-micron band
results from silicon-ao iHc bionding in which the broadening of the peaks is duc to

condensed rings, while the i4. 3-micron band represents a silicon-phenyl bond. The top

curve as noted here represents the pattern for tetraphenysilane and the bottom curve
represents Lhe pattern fr.r the polymer.

A rccent Russian(21) study was made et the decoi•. position of several organo-
silicon compounds. This -tudy was priniarily directed toward attaining pure silicon. The
organosilicon vapor was carried down a reactiorn tube maintained in a temperature

gradient arnd the deposition of metal was analyzed along the various regions of the tuba.

Silanes such as tetramethyl, tetre.cthyl, methyldiethyl, triethylphenyl, allylmethylphe~iyl,
and several other silanes were used. In no instance w'ere the authors able to obtain de-
posits with less than 25 per cent carbon in the silicon residue. These results are rather
consistent with the conclusions obtained from our infrared analysis of the polymeric
rcsidue obtained in our own studies. As predicted by structural considerations mentioned
earlier, these compounds are all too stable tc cleanly yield free silicon.

Bes CoPIJ
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In conclusion, we have seen that metal-organic decomposition is a versatile
'.echnique whi-h can supplement and cornplenment the other approaches in the field of
rzc.nical vapor derosition. It offers a great deal oi flexibility so that deposition systems
niay oe tailored to fit the requ:rernents of a given problem. We have noted tha•t the

-----------------------------------..---z- be .rc ora the -;.-. benftists O
dcepu-.:tion of carbon. In order to solve this problem, it will' i.- necessary to determine
the mechanism of the side reactions through which the carbon is deposited. Means may
then be devised by which the :side reaction may be inhibited. Altcrnatively, by -pplica-
:un -A .n....-!,eAe concerning the effect of st.--ctural factors •n re.ction ec.anism.s.
thn -Eructurc of the parent com~pc-xnd may be altered so as -o provide an organic reacticn
pr-giuct o:..hich will be less likely to deposit carbon. in addition, the general question of
liow "ic?-.- --- fat-e affects the various reactia.-z mu-= bc studied. Ir. particular, in
t-h case of the carbonyls, the catalytic effect ao freshly doposited metal on the dispro-
portionation of CO must be in-estigated.

The range of applications of metal- organic decomposition has been =-tensive -
irom metallic coating of cloth and paper tc. coating of tire molds and airplane propellers.
But, :he future possibilities are even greater. Prcduction of high-purity :oetals, pro-
tective coatings, preparation of thin films of conductors, resistors, and dielectric m-ate-
ria!s for the fabric-ation of new electrical and elect,'-ic 3ystems - these and many more
offer the challonge of the future. We trust that the full potential of metal-organic
decomposition will one day be realized.
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FUNDAMENTAL CONSiDERATIONS IN Til-E C-ii.H.MiC.AL
VAPOR DEPOSITION OF DIFFUS:Y'N COATINGS

by

C. A. Krier

Destruction of met-lis due Lty physiLal and chemical interaction with their environ-
m.-:zts is one of the oldest and, currently, one of the more pressing prob:lzns of tech-
nology. In the Unit -d States alone it has been estimated that metal deterioration cur-
rcntly costs tte cc n.om- u.ward v., Sk bi..-n annu.ally. As:id from this dra., on the
economy. it has become important to prevent or at least greatly retard metal deteriora-
tion i-n- order to met the objectives of our rapidly advancing technology and our grcwing
national needs.

Met•allurgi-ts, in collaboration with chemists and physicists, have dane a co.--
mendabie job iln solving :one of heso- problems through alloy developmeni--. HoIwever, in
other cases. the problems have not been amenable to solution by the a' ,1-ing approach
because (1) the cost of the developed alloy was too high; (2) altoying only lessened the
n.-agnitude of the problem without giving an adequate solution; or (3) as is the case with

the zrcractor.--- . loys,. when adequ•.te resistance to deterioration is provided by
alloying, the resultant materials are unsuitable for the structu'al applications in which
-ney arc needed.

As a consequence. composites. consisting of a struc-turally satisfactory substr-te
and a coating, have evolved into a position of considerable technical and commercial
prominence. The coating protects the substrate from deteriorating interaction with the
environmenit .and hermits it to fulfill its primary structural rol,•.

One of the most important types of coatings in currat anti anticipated zechnology
is the diffusion coating zpplied b; chemical vapor-deposition techniques. This type of
coating has found applicability in both ferrous a.d nonferrous metallurg", and at the
present time, it has unexcelled popularity a-.ong those faced with the most difficult
problem of providing re~iahle protection from oxideaticn for tungsten-, tantalum-.
molybderium-, and columbium-base alloys.

Aluminizing, boronizing. carburizing, - ., ... g n-triding. and siliciding are
familiar terms to those of us concerned with prot=ctung metals from their environments
by way of diffusion coatings applied by chemical vapor deposition, using either a purely
gaseous or a pack process.

It is of interest to examine sc.m of the lunda-men-ca! factors involved in the forma-
tion of these coating systems. Experience gained in this field over the --?ct 15 Years in-
dic.aes that there are many physical, chemical, metallurgical, mechanical, and thermo-
physical compatibility factors to be considered in attempting to design a good coat ing
system (coating plus substrate). However, for purposes of this brief discussion, it will
bc assumed that the coating and substrate are coinpatible with each other and that the
prop--rly prepared corn-posite is con.patible with its zervice environment.

Ij l~lll I lin ll l
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Therc: .r., th•: major topic under consitcration is the bringing together of the sub-

trat.ý: and th- :uijter-.l to b;- .added to the 5ubstrate to form the diffusion coating by

cherical v'apuJr deposition.

C,,nsideý for the -.:)mvt-nt the phenomeno1ogi-al approach to analyzing the problem

~f aiddn- a -ingI, coating c..e..nt, symbolically referred to as C. to the surface of a

simoie substrate conz;isting of a single metal s:-.boilized by S. This process involves

efolzt.eps four 1;:zs -ho:-.In Figure i.

C.A
Rote I-

-R (i) Bring r--eccra.s to,-ether

C A

[R2 Z Reactian at surface

A etc

R3 S j P-1 Reeovol of .&desisable :eact*n products

Rt :]41 Controtlted idsion

FIGURE 1. STEPS !N TIHE FORMATION OF DIFFUSION
COATINGS BY CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSIT!ON

(1) Bringing of co..pound containing C. CnA. together with the substrate S

(2) Reaction- -t the surfat.fc of S to liberate C from Cn" and denosit C on S

(3) Removal of undesirable reaction products frcm substrate surface

(4) Controlled inte-diffusio, of C and S iv form d.c dcsired coating (case)
S.. ...-.. . --n .

The phezno.-enolcgical analysis reaches it.s limit at about t;is stage. and. fre-

quently, considerable ,-.xperimental eifort becomes expended on process in;-cstigati-.s

-.-. tch e."c= are carried ovit on a "go or no-go" basis. This approach should not be

slighted bv anv means. because it sometimes is the only course of a wtion 'c can follow.

due to lack of fndamernt-.al information .- id the urgency for producing hardware. H1ow-

ever, the dangcr inherent in this course of action. and oftentimcs rcalized. is that the

effort produces neither the hardwarc nor the knowledge of how to modify and control the

process to produce the hardware.

A closer look at the o--r-all process raises tw- fundamental questions:

(I) Along what re.rtion paths %-'ould a proposed chkmical system naturally

tra':el. and along what paths could it be made to trarvce?
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(2) iI��v :ast can the system t�-avei along the various re�ctioa oaths?

The former qu t�ea revolves around thern�3d amics, and th� latter involves chemical
kin�ijq�s.

thermodynamics is concerned primarily with initial and final states and not par-
ticularly with the detailcd mechanism whereby reaction occurs; the mechanism enters
heavily into the kinetic aspect. Of interest in assessing the thermodynamic feasibility
�ppi�in� � c.�atin� ari� the volatile compounde avaIl. ble for carrying the coatina ele-
ment to the substrate and the chemical rcactions which can denosit the element. Classes
of comnounds of interest have been hydrides. carborayls. organometallics. and halides.
Types of reactions encountered have been displacement, hydrogen reduction, and
thermal decomoosition.

Chromizing has been the most thoroughly investigated of the vapor-deposition
processes, and it is a conventent example to use to become a little more specific. The
three reaction types for the chremizin� o ron, using a chloride transfer system. are
as foUs:

(I) Displacement- F�fail + CrCl = FoCi + Cr
oy) Z(g) (gj (alloy)

(2) Hydrogen reduction: H-s. + CrCI 21iCl�� 1- Cr

(3) Thermal dissociation: CrCl:(g) CIZ(c I- Crj (alloy)

Calculation of the free-energy changes for these reactions and the resultant equilibrium
constants shows that the disolacement and reduction rcdctions have good thermodynamic
feasibility and that the therntd dissociation reaction would not occur to any appreciable
extent. (Chromous iodidc is lcss stable, however, and could be used for the thermal dis-
sociation reaction.) Experimentally it has been found that the chromizing of iron can be
done he either the displacement or reduction methods, depending on the details ol the cx-
perimemat. It might also be mentioned that similar thermodynamic considerations indi-
cate that the cr.rn..-izing of nickel and molybdenum is not feasible by the displacement
reaction. Where thermodynamic data a a� ' Me * it can be very profitable to investi-
gate the feasibility of a reaction before procee.ding to the laboratory.

ne Lrnia�on of diffusion co.atings l�y cheneical vapor deposition is done using
flowing gaseous or statc pack proces�es. An exa�n�.x.itio. of a pack process is rather
interesting both from the thermodynamic and kinetic vic�vpOints.

A simple pack process involves imbedding the pieces of metal to be coated in a
powder mixture c'rnsisting of the met�l to be plated, an "energizer". and usualty an
inert material to prevent sintering. The powder .. .ixture in a chrornizing pack might
consist of Cr and NH4CI, with A1203 as the inert filler. After the pack i� assembled in a
,-nntainer called a ru-tort (a simple box which may or may not uc scaled), the assembly
is heatcd in a lurnace to a given temperature, held at temperature for a time, and then
cooled.

The action which occurs in a pack, using the chromizing ci iron again as an cx-
ample, can be viewed as consisting of so' cral steps, the exact chemistry of which has
not been documcnt�u in compicte detail.

a



(1) _11NH4l3(g* = NH(g) + !Iic (g

(4) crCh."s + Feei C

1 ' (Alloy I)~elZ(g) + (Alloy 1

Fe.,ý+ Cr =F-CC~l
~'~~ (Alloy ~)r(Alloy Z) + - 2g

I 1g g

ýrAly2) + Fe (Alloy 1) =Cr (Alloy I) + Fe (Allo 2)

The last t-.%vo equations, .s-1atch are obtained by adding thi" precedino Elva equations.
sh,..wv that thc )ver-all chem-istry is t~.at of a~.nrtucall in whilig. -.-ir icr can be
made in both directions; and the role of the salt is to "energ~ize" the pack and provide a

gaseout transport path. In effect. a double displacement reaction is carried out, and the
drivir~g ¶orcc is derived from the difference in activities of chromr-iurn and iron at differ-
ent locations. Initially, 11-e activities of chromium and iron in the powder are unity and

--ro, rcspectively. If the system behaved ideally. *.-- reaction would be expected to
stop when the concentration of chromium and iron in &.e pack metal pawtder (isMloy 2) and at
the coating surface (Alloy 1.1 reachea 50 atomic per cent. Experimentally. chromium
t.-encentrations at. the surface of chromized steel have been found to be between. 35 and
50 per~ ccnt.

Now let us turn our attention to the kinetics of the pack chromizing of iron to gain
ait insight into rate factors which can enter into the formation of diffusion coatings by;a
of chernical vapor deposition. The general rule is that the rate of the slowest step in the
se~quen~tial process will control the rate of the proc-ess.

Review of the above reactionc for pack chromnhirng shows that the initial step is the
energizing of the pack (Reactions I and 3)_ If the vapor pressure of the energizer were
extre~mely low at the experimental temperature crif t:=temoyai stability were
very hig-h rzctlatic to thaL of the plating compound, t- Ver-alI reaction might not even
get star:ed, or might at hest nroce..-d at an inmprac-i.~alvy low rate due to a low concen-
Lrestiof of the plating compound.

Although the ther.-odlynamic driving force of the plating react-on (Reaction 4) at the
substrate surface might be high. this is no gp~~rantce that the rat e of deposition will be-
practical. In addition, the- volatility of thec reaction by-products (feCi,. Reaction 4. for
the example under consideration) must be sufficiently -high that removal can be easily
accormplished, or they could form a barrier to continued plating action.. Removal of the
by-products can be highly important from astother standpoint also, namely that of con-
tamnination of the coating withý subsequent poor performance in service.

Transport of gases to and from the substrate involve' movement by wAy of gasenus
diffusion through the pack. Should the pack undergo appreciable sintering cr be- corn-
pacted too tightly, chernical-reaction rates could be i-=.aired.
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Ifthe supply- Of coating material is adequatelyr maintained it the surface of the
Ou.tr~'.* tlkc Ui th rate of growth of the coating -ill be determined hy the rate of inter-

U-IffL-susi uf the coating and substrate elements. An exact estimate U; the rate of growth&

-if a -vating fr.ým diffu~sion coeffkiernts is difficult buej-ze, often, ixnre than 3zne pahase

prtscent in tn~e coe-ting. and ýn addition, the small quantities of impurities waich may

lie prescnt in comrnnercial mnetals cat- have a pronounced effect onl diffusion rates.

From diffusion theory, coating thickness and time at a given temperature canl be
-elated by the equ.ation

X2= 4 ADz,

wherc X is coating thickness,* A is a constant involving the concentration of the diffusion

element at tnc su'rizae. D i- the diffusion coefficient (assumed to be independent -O con-
centrtiozi, andt ;s ime.With the known relationshito between diffusion coefficientan

temperat:urc, D) = D* .-BIT the coatina thickness can be related simnultaneously to
both timu and te~mperature:

V2 B
log- = C-T

t

This relationship is quite general in its application. but the Constarts: art unique for each

diffusion system, and, therefore. separate sets of constants are required for each phase

f -:!d in the diffusion zone-

Some of these aspectz of diffusion can be illustrated wbith rasults oibtahxed in the

chromizing of steel. According to diffusion theory. the rate of transfer -of a diffusing

element across unit area of a diffusion interface is related to the concentration gradient

by

At normal chromizirg tem~peratures, steel is in :he -y or austeiitic phase which is face-

ct-nteneti cubzic- However, when above about 13 per cent chromium. is contained in the

steel, the structure changes to the m or ferritic phase which is body-centered cubic. It

La known that the difflusion ccefficient of ho ium tne itpaeis about 50 times

larger than that in the -~p.s.Therefore, at thet interface at 13 per cent chromium.

because instantaneously' %z mauch chromium must diffý!se int this- interface as difflustc,

cut,

But Da, > Dy, a-nd thus <.~ In otlzcr words. the chromium gradient

will bie expected to be shallow in the a-phase relative to th-at in the -!-phase. Figure 2

shoaws that this has been coafixs med experimenttally.
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FIGURE 2. CHRtOMIUM UPTrAKE AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE

FROM THE SURFACE FOR CHROMIZED STEELS

(Af:er P. G:dmithe. as given in Reference -.

The fact should not be -verlooked that the rate-controlling mecha.u-sm may change
dur.-ngg the formatior. of a coating %i,-e 'to the continuously changing chemistry of the sur-
fi.ce layers and the length of the diffusien path- AIso. it should be noted that ,he per-
form.n--ce of the coati.g is determined in large part by the ch-c-nicrl concentrations at
and near the surface, and these can be changed by a change in the rate-contro!lL-ig
•echa-nlsr.=- r or e:-cample, if the rate of platng is the slu.-cst step of the prncesss.

lower sur.ace concentration and a sballow"'r gradient of the coated element 'rould be ex-
pe-cted than iU diffusion were the rate-controlling step.

Thn,!r- :are many additional factors involved in the formation and performance of
chemically vapor-deposited diffusion coatings ehan the thermod-.amic and kineti- as-
pects br.eftv ecenipl--fied for the relativcly. simple case of chrcmizing iron. Persorne!
at Battelle have been and continue to be heavily involv-zd in research on the many prob-
lems ussoc.atcd with the D--or.ecti--zn of =teels. superal!oys. an.di the refractory metals. by
the use of diffusion coatings applied by chemical vapor-deposition techniques.

One ot :he processes -vnich has rcc-ý!ved much attention !n recen::e ve"s is the
siliconiz:n-g of rnn:ybdcnuim to fc-rm a coating of MoSiZ which is very resist.:nt %P high-
temperature %xidation.,l 0 1 Today the MoSi>-basi-- t'•nting is ,cry much in the limelight.
znd it hats Achieved coanrcrrial stature. !lo%.,cver, co.aide.-able e-2fort is currently
Leirg cxcp=n-cd to br,_ .he coating syite' t? P betcr degre- of perfertion. Variables
in---:stigatcd in recent studies'll) } nciUde purity, p-rLi•.e size, --nd mi,,,n , ro3a ptk con-
stztuents; ýLzrfacc contamination and or-cpa ration .f the substrate; and !ime, tuinoerature,
and retort composition used for process-ig.

In the develvpmenz" tf diffusion co.tings for tanta!um-base al!oys(IZI, tw.n niajor
subprcblemn, hav- been encount"red. These are: 'I) selection of coating ccmpositions
having thc poropcr compatihi!ity reiatzonsnips with th= sjtrate and the intended scervice
,:,s, v,....,ents..d . 2. .or.etio. of the desired i.ua-ings tc prc-duce systems having h1!h
rell.ci,. Nezth--er uf these protlems is simple. .nd frequently "hc empirical approach
to solution has bccn the only ruute available due to s.:vvral factors.
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The multiplicity. of ailloyirg elements involved in tantalum- and colunmbiu.-i-base

allo%.~ and in sopraliuys and the frequent desire for the chemical vapor depotition of

-c~erai .idditiunj'i elements make the problerms quite Lomnplex from the stanepoint of

carrying vut riwid .ranavti%.ai 6,udies. At this stage of relative infancy in the science of

t-heriazial vapor deposition. of diffusion zoatings. the chemnistry of even thc simplest sys-

temiS is not completely understood.

Perfori..aace of a coating system in general cannot be divorced from preparation,
an-,e prparatiun is a good deal morc comnplex than a, "Iga or no-go" opeeratioalt1 procedure

v...dsuggest. Much fundamental investigation needs to be done to move the general

preparation of 61:emicaliy vapor-deposited diffusion coatings from its present st-atus of

predoxiinantly art to cne of science.

I:. ..:Ie field of thermodynamics, more rcliable and more complete data are needed

to Dredict react',z-n feasibilitV and usefixl conversions. Better methods for prcdicting

feasibhe reaction paths in multiccomponent systems would be most useful.

ldentifica-ion A rate-controlling steps and detcrminati-on of how the rates varry with

chemical coa~centration. temperature, pressure, and possible catalyti- -ffccts are

needie.- Diffusion in complex alloys and the effects of minor additions and temperature

changes should be studied.

A sound callection of thermody-narnic and kinetic information would allow us to as-
,-,tin the causes (vf -_`hic!. there could he matny) of apparent failure ir. systems which

did not "go", and pr-operly control and perfect those systems which clo go.

Multicycle depn-cition and codeposition are areas of much needed research. and,

I believe, of much untapped fertility. Figure 3 shows an example of benefit derived

from multicycle deposition; it also shows that the order in whi-ch the depositions are

E '-60 '

50 I ..-40~
r F

-20I, !

3: ~~Chromized then dum-ininized .-

0 10 20 30 405060 708D090100
Timre,hr

FILGURE 3. OXIDATION RESISTANCE OF COATED
PA'SELLOY ALLOY 3 AT 2000 F

(After J1. It. Schley, Reference 7).
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:.r-r-edc -.a~ . itave a prufouiud vffi!-L v:: tht n~ature of the coating produced. V.%iuable in-
I A tu tills field o.f :sv~i.toishould come fcont a comiprehensive coileetio-i of thsern,0 -

an.~ix .zd kuinctic no ni' Also, liberal ~ae should be m~ade of such research tools
abthe te~edrwz-irubc rn~t ruanalyzcr, vlhith already htas yielded much useful information.
Liis is not a:, inlexpensive too! to use, but it ib an iztdispensib!e tool for genuine scienttfi-

progress Lo be made it. the areas of mv-lticycie deposition and codeposition.

The rou> o! subzarattegeometrv 'n the fermnation and performance Af diffusion coat-
re~ -. quires rqu.,otita!tiv J-iniui~ta. *,,-*±e o--Iti'~ ly brittlic coartino. Zig-

.z~Ishowsb a typu ox-i noatng imnperfection resulting from unfavorable substrate geom-
z.namely- irregular suf face finish and too sma-ll a radiu-.s an an edge- Fi-gure 5 shows

the structure of thssaine ecating system on a flat surface. Hairline cracks exist. but
the largte PC defects st own in F Air :--e absent. This coating =Ystem is inher-
entlv x.-~ t H..we'-r, 4f it is n-!± properly prepared it can be devastatingly unre-
liable:. A very major factc r determining reliability is kno-in to be the substrate geom-
etry, b,;t a'quarntitative relationship between geometry and pcrformanLCc is not yet known.

A large columnar grain structure generally- is characteristic of val_1.r-deposited
dh'iffusion coatinez.. Metallurgically this type uf structure is; rather we--. Ltudiet. to
ieterinizne if andI huvi dic grain :structure could be altered anti controlled in diffusion-
coatinig systems are very much in order. l::put to this are-a frozm. general studies of
nu,'mation ASILc grouwth mec-hanisits -n chemical -vapor deposition shoulAd ;-e- o! c-_zidnrbie
% alue.

We have airecauly indicated that relizbility is a major problem in currently promis-
ing vapor-deposited coatirng systems. Detailed and methodic investigation is urgently
needed to identify the fundamental causes of premature localized failures. The roles of
dislocations, vaca.ai lattice sites. interstitial impurity atorns adsorbed gases. stresses.
-and mirscpc cometry -at the substrate surface in the over-all problem of attainizig

high relizaility are, at the present tir-e, only subjects of speculation-

In summary, we believe that chemically vapor-deposited diffusion coatings ha-,e a
bright future. This area of technology is based predominantly cn art rather than science
at thc -aresezma ;-:me. Therc art many problems requiring solution. If the science is
dezreioped, vte bclieve: these problems -vill be solved. and the technical and cormnmercial.
p-itential of chemically vapor-4ieposizcd diffusion coatings will be rcalizeci.
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~. \PI~PilA E- P.NSERpROCErSSES DURING

GCIIFMICAL VAPOR D)EPOSITION

by

J. 11. Oxley

"hi-h firzt t)tblishAvd-wo-rk dem-ons trating the significance of diffusion processes
d~.Il',%.ierni cal vapor deposition was a result of investigations caz-riedl our. at Sylvania

E~lictric Prodta-CtE. (1) In this study it was demounstrated that the rate- deterniining st'ep
ill the de Rfi r - Van Arkel process for iodide zirconium was the diffusional transport of
1 'as._ous truactants. This was a very important discovery, and is the basis for most of
tile mathematical treatments which follow. Later analyses of chemical vapor- deposition
proct'ssc~s, particularly by German workers(?). s.uggested three mechanisms which occur
ir. three difterent pre:ssure ranges. These are listed below:

(1) Reacticrn rate is controlling, and diffusion resistances are negligible
at: pressures less than I mm Hg.

(.)Simple diffusion is controlling transfer rates at pressuire levels between
10 and 760 mm Hg.

(3) Convective Lranspurt is the controlling factor at pressures greater than
I atm.

Fortunately, from an applications standpoint, the situation is not so restrictive as
just outlined, and considerable overlap of these mechani'sms can be brought about by
processing variables. This variability can provide improved control over the process,
but makes de.ta analysis more complicatetl and can result in disappointment and failure
in attempting to a1pply the laboratory studies to a cummercial venture.

In order to summarize th? state of Lhe trL., the pertincnt technology will first be
ve,-y briefly reviewed froma thc r-,tandpnir:,t of surface deposition controlled by chemical
reactions. Then emphasis will be placed on surface deposition when controlled by gas-
phase diffusion. No careful analysis of the problem of natural convection during depo-
qit;cnn hias yfet heen perfornied, so this item, v.ill auc oC included in this review.

Surface Deiinaition - Gas Kinctics Controlling

An example of a vapor- deposition process which is controlled by simple reaction
kinetics can be found in some recent work carried out for the Atomic Energy Commis-
,slror. (3 ) The equipment used in this study of kinetics is shown in Figure 1. Hydrocarbon
vapors were passed up~th~rough a shallow fluidized bed of fuel particles having good heat-
an~d nottifi-transfer characteriatics. Thc ratc of carborn depo~.ition '.vact then studied as a

c," th., proceisirng variables.

By t~he use of the relationship shown In Equaiston (1), the rate of carbon depo-
sition MW was correlated with the surface area of the particleg (S), the temperature of
the bed (T), and the partial pressure of the reactant hydrocarbon (Pi):
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n a+1 -EiIRT

T

i'he results ox this study showed th-- the rcz:-ticn orders .-a activation energies
•acre the same as for simple gas-phase ptrolysis, as shown below:

Constants Methane Acetvle;it-

Activation encrgy-, i 9go., 5. 0
Partial-pressure exponent, n 1. 30 1.45
S-arface-area exponent, a+! 1.39 0.92
S-cr:fIc rate constant, ko 3.68 x 1014 2-. 80 x 1010

Thus, the c-arbon-deposition rate z-- the surface of the bed particles was controlled by
the rate of pyrolysis of the hydrocarbons in the temperature ranges studied, i-e., 70t to
i 00 C. At s-,fficier.iy high temperatures., perhaps 1500 C, the kinetics of the react ion:
Is 4o ran:e thiat the controllintg z.-.eJ-anism rnll probably shift :o one of di-fusional controL
Undo:- the. conditions, there is ample carbon av-zilablc for deposition,• .= thL diffusional
transport o-" hydrozarebon vio the surface of the particles is !cw ccr.+&7.d =.i:h the pyrolysis
rate. Diffusion -xould thereforc berom.e the rate-limiting step.

Surface Depo.itiurn - Gas Diffusion Controlling

As show•n in Equation (.',. unte-r -teady-state conditions, gas-diffusion rates can be
correlated wsaxh an equztion relating the rate of deposition to the molecular weight of the
deposztm:.g spe-cie= ft-wM, a rass-transfer toefficient (k',, the area to or through which
diffusion occurs (A), and a diffusion poteatial (Aly) related to the concentration gra--ic-t
i-n the s,.stem(4):

-M~kAfi -I y2

in some cases. particularly in The ab-ence of either natural or forced convcCtion, this
eq-tio. r�.an be an .-xact solution of F.ck's law, and the various factors can be determined
thecrctivai-v. In other cases, gen.craU"y er sin=atons of comis-liated geometry or .P--
pattern, the various factors must be determined-,--. -ent.-Ily and the eveluaticn r.=7,
therefore, become scn,.tpir'•-ai. Methods oi cvalx.ating 9.he last threc, factors ir. Eq---
tion .3}, i.e. , the coefficient, the area, and the driving potential, will now be reviewed
for -.-arious practical processing situations.

Evaluation of Mass--Transfer Coefficient

Thin relatiornship shown in Eqxuation (3) is use. in the evaluation of the mass-transfer
coefficient (k), for the simplest situation involving lire diffusion, i.C.., no convection,
across a length (Zz. of consta st cross section. The mnass-transfer coefficie..t in such a
sitiua;t-n tsn be -.alculted from the difflusion roeficient 40v), ,rca.e ~c , ,F) ,.n, constant
(R). and temperature (T)M:

k =D..PIZRT 3)



This equation has been exentivcilr used by Ger-ixa- investigators to corrcla-e the ao

t..itýPvrL of silicon; by it$ z

The i.,.t -%.:.Itiafn - nnixs that, far ideal flow across ai cyl nd.or of specified diam-n

etcr * a relati->nship simil-ar to one c-riginally idtl-loped bv British -Aorkcrs for heat
tran~sfer can be amployed(b'I:

k v1 (4)

Hlere the length term (Z) found in the pre-vious equation is simply replaced by the pr. duct_
of ;.and the_ cy-linder diameter (d).

An invest.igation on the re±a) flow of titanium, tetraicedid-e across a heated cylinder
was cat i ed ouit in the apparatt-s showun in Figure 2. (7) The reactant vapor entered the

uni? from the left, aind the cocificients for the average rate of titanium deposition -were

correlated as a function or the priccessiaig vazriables. The appropriate fortnula which

accounts for *hec affect of the kvynolds iNRe) and Schmnidt (NSj it m!rber.; en the transfer
ratcs is shown in Equation (5):

dRT Sc I + 0. 47 (

In attempting to :scalc-~ap such types of cquiptuicnt Eo commercial PrudL- tiun, It is
obvious that onec would like to pack a large number of filaments or tubes into a large

vesland pass the reacting vapors conti'iuousiy into and out of the unit- A mocdel %f
suha commercial unit is shown in Figure 3. Transfer coefficienits were measured for

turhulent flow ;n this equipment under variouis conditions of flow and aeo1Tuetr-,. (8) The
expression reproduced below was shown to be valid and was verifacd in pilot-plant
operation:

D l r 0.63-0- 14 D1-

dRT\ %i 1

fci in P,~ ;

The effects of the operat:ng variables and propenrti;t of the process mnaterials
up~,n dJi-osition rates can be dettermined from this expression. Dimensions ci the equip-
muent enter into the expression in a straightforward manner w1.the c lptos, of bulb
d-ameter. Properties off the process materials enter in a !css straightforward but ,not
unduly complex mazir.er

'!.h..; :.hcr. cmltc~the zzun::-ry ; al! kh~cwXn pt~blishecd work on the e:~
of :hc transfer coefficient fcr diffusion dIuring clhemical vanor tirpositiun-
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Lvaluation -f Effe,:tive Arua

li -q=ntionz (2. isw re--.aziu,-d, it san be seen that the next term to Le evalu-
ated in predicting depos•iozi rates under diffusion .-ontrol is th- area term.

Again startine with thz sim.plest •ase, for diffusion at a cylindrical surf!ce of
given radisls (rl) dnd 1,:t,-.h (L). the relationship shown in Equation 'I) is applicable, this
simply being tbe formula for the surface area of the cylinder:

A = ZiTrlL .7

1f the =ylind-1r -ol actually conaic!s of a screen formed into a •ylindrical tube, t.

equation is muliplied by the screen porosity to obtain the proper area term.

For diffusion through an amnular se'ftion, it has been demonstrated that the shape
factor ior heat transfer is also valid for deposition of zirconium from the tetraiodide,
as shown in .- uztion j8()0:

ZtiL (r-.,-r 1)A\ =___ (8)

n rZ/ri

He-•- the effect of radii takes a little more complicated form.

If the screen and the annular section zre in series with the diffusion path, it has
been shown th•t the relationship reproduced in Equation (9) should be employed(1 0 ):

A ±L (ry-r i).A = - - (9;
In rz/rI + 6Irzc

T'7c term Ury has now been added to the previous area formula to include the effect Cf
te screen resistance to diffusion.

Now reviewing the most complicated treatment of area evaluation, i. e. , when the
diffusion occurs throuoi lb,- s.rc-= and astuular section in series flow and thc i.-ner
radius .f the annsilar surface (r1) changes appre.iably == z result of deposition (from
r. tn rl). the .- u•.:'On shown bclcw has been derived and is a0p"icak(1 -,:

1Z 1

-il L ; ( r • - rI 1,

. (rn '- r1 0 2) (ln r, + +rl 1 ±• ) l +r l0lnrn 0 lI , l r1 1  )
(el In r to -- "

The effect of this change it: dimensions duritng the course of a produt zion run has

been ascertained f-r quite a few practical proce-s : s.i•um;. Otn•e such st::--
in Figure 4. This s a schematic drawing of a typical iodide refining cell. The tempera-
ture of the deposition -urface is highc-r that- :!at of the crude feed, and asz a result of this
tempcrattire gradient, a net transport of metal occurs. PA the low temperature the metal
feed is iodinated with free iodine. The metal iodide then diffuses to the hotter surface
-nd pure raetal is deposited and free iodine liberated. The iodine then diffuses hack to
again ru=a-t with t.ne feed.
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As shown in Figure 5, the average rate is therefore not on'ly a function of the
ta:itial geometry. but. since the geometry changes during the ran, as; a i csldt of metal
depositior., -the rate of deposition is also a function of the amnount of metal deposited.
Hiere, the average rate of deposition is shown as a function of initial surface diameter
and the weight of metal prod-uced. It can be seen that the average rate can vary by a
factor- of two in jusz this oDne type of iodide refining cell, simply due to the change in the:
dimensions of the depisitiorm surface.

Evaluation .,3f rDiffiasion Potential

Returning to- Equation (2), it can be seen that the driving potential is the only
other factor which n~sto be evaluated for fixing the deposition rate. Equstions for

df~io~nntentials w.e-re established for various types of diffusional processes many
years ago. I) The three case=, t?,ich. are presented in the ncxL three equations a-.-
*:xazriples of this work for two-component systems.

In the case of diffutiu;x through a staonant film, a simple logarithmic dlriving force

VI)

The di.nnrcni for e~qual-rnolal counterdiffucsion is:

Hier=. the drivingt force is simply the difference in rroic fraction of One diffusing species
between the surface. and thre bulk stream.

Por nonequimolal counterdiffusion, where the ratio of molar flow in the two oppo-
site c ec~n is not urity, the corrcct form of the diffusion potential is shown i
Equation i)

,& y U i- X) y1 )

In this case, thc- driving ,,otc-ntial is not only a Zlinctick1 of the mc%'e fraction of the ddf
fusz -,B zPzcies, but allso depenids upon- the ratio of .he !tl~ low v., and from the dep--

Ijt~on surface-

Equilibrium limitatiors o:i concertrations have bttn pointed czat by a number of
inv~etij2aTC,rs. As shiown- in Equation (14). the mole fraction (y) available for driving
the diffusion process is generally 'lower than the actual mol!'! fraction of the vok1-tile
metal compound (y'), due to the fact that the fractional equilibrium corrosiOn (S-) can be
appreciably less than unity:

y = k:; Y, .14.
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The nature of this equilibrium correction is gunerally of compli.,;att:d lcrn. A
-'fr yeAar-ý e.gu It w#as found thtt t~he app~arent concentration for zircoi'ium deposition

--. tht ivdide: was of the loinv 1znvulving an azbitrary constant and -zhe free energy of
rva:t~v.jr, 'i) Recently, this conctxpt has been extended in a zrcre comnplicated, serni-
-ACU& LZLiA.Z rt-prczýswn~ 01 L1CC baliitC gulleIC4 al IVAal ZV ;A-luC '"he

(dii-4;de by esi-v of free- (1.ocafG1 of reactioni'ZJ:

-LG LG -ZAG'
4 RT 114 4RT {j

yB - 1. 25 P4

Equilibrium conditions also werze thought to be encountered in published work on
the de-~ vnpositi-in of silicon tetraiodicie to produce transistor-grade silicon. 1%.3, 15) The
following -Lqntlzon shows hr-w the .fractional conversion (a) wvas empirically related to the
iodid.: fe±rat"e (F) and the reactor surface area (A):

IQ- AZ18 - MO.305 - (~6)

i-irwever. a re--ctant depletion mechanism could perhaps be better sat; Zficed Ly such a
relation~ship. In stueaies o:. the hydrogen reduction of coluinbiurn pentachioride in a
fluid.zedc bed, as w--- basis of a metallurgical proessc t pi.Cduce columb"z:;-n or to coat
iucl nuclear !uel partic-les. teerrelatijzn of data acording to the linear relationship of
Ecuation (i7) ha-= been established(ltb:

a=1. 474 - 0. 031.6 RH + 0-.0000360 RH T - 0. 001051 T .(7

This e:-nalion shows the fractional corversion (a)i as linear function ofi tenrperature (T)
-na excess hydrogen radio (RHj). The r-..ntverninn w~as also shown to be independent of
gas preheat, bed particle size, and bed height over the range of conditions studied. This
type c.- correlation s-ugges:s equilibrium. behavior, LL-t th.- actual situatiorn has not yet
been satisf-actorily d-lriffied.

Concentration depletion by reaction is gener~ally encou:ntered in all cases, and the
flcw pattern in. the reactor must be known to evalluate the diffusion potential. In the case
of Cornpleze mixing, the solution is quite aimple, as shown in. Z?.uation (18):

I - - ...AVI
y F+ lv- i ) ;MeW O

T-*., tvne of corre --.i-x- for reactant dep'let-ion has been used IfOr '>rrelation of1 valror-
dcposition rate4 under highly turbulent conditions in flow syz~cint,

The elffec: of kinetic limitations on concentratiuzx's has bed.n dcm'mnstrated in a re-
cent s-niiit nn !he hydrogen reduction of molybdenum pentachioride in a fpow system. (171.
IT waMT r.1howmn that :Ihe dieposition process was appartuitly diffusion ccntrolled, althoiugh it
,;azs niot possible to identify the diffusing species- However, a number of expressions

weederived to -1z nc the potential- gradient when chemical- reaction rate% *aere not
netgligible and included the effect of reactant depletion under conditions o-1 piston fl-ow:.

through a cyiindricai tube.
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As an e:campie of this .ork, for conditions in which molybdenum dichloride is the
cortrolling species, the relationship shown in Equation (19) is reproduced:

k4 o .r,-Akiiu _,-k4 PLIURTi 1l91
.'k. Ak7.T/- "•ff .. F

This equatian shows the complex interrelationships between mass transfer and reaction
rate irn deerinining a potcntial gradient.

With this summary of published work on diffusion potentials, the task of predicting
rates of d2_-:.Eion under conditions of diffusional control, within the limitations necessi-
tate" ay the present state of our knowledge, is completed.

Problems Requiring Additional Research

Extension of present knowledge, not or.ly in the area of fundamental studies on
mechanisms but also measurements of the flow patterns and coefficients in models of
various types of vapor-depositioa systems, is obviously required.

Censiderabie effort is needed in the a-ca of defining when natural con:ection
;.ffects become appreciable and how to interpret data under such circumstances. A
large arnuunt of studyI on reac::t,7 in surface boundary layers is being carried out in
other fields, and this information should be modified and applied to the %rapor-depositior.
field. A great deal of inforr-.ation also needs to be developed in the tra=zfer problems
associated with coatir-g corriplex-shaped objects, since these are frequently of commer-
cial interest.

Little is knon.- ainit the effects of scale and intensity of turbulence in vapor-
deposition systems, i. t 'how are the over-all rate and uniformity of deposition af-
fectte-d by both natiral and arific'a;ly indured turbulence. For instance, studies on the
atpplication of sonic en-.i-qy to vapor-deposition syster.c is certainly warranted.

Fuldi".-'-bed -vapor-dcpositior, processes have r-ceived unusual att-n.tinn. during
the past few years i.cm both industrial and Guv-r-nment laboratories for numerous
applications. How ,'-, little is 'known, abouz the reaciior. and flow mech.,sisms in srch•.
eruipment. 'I h.: scale-up problems in these units, particularly vih-n two or more feed
streanms cannot be mixed before they are injected into the fluidized bed, =2r indeed
formidable. Use of the plasm',a jet as a chemical reactor is also rapid.ly breaking away
from the curiosity stage. Information on the turb-ilen; diffosicn coefficients in *-- jet
would be of considerable help in guiding process work based on vapor-deposition re-
actions in this type of .eactor.

It should be obvions that the potential of the vapor-deposition techniques is ener-
mous, but further large-scale commercialisatunn will have to be based on fundamental
consicerations.
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A - .i tor raiffusion, ft4

- expcneat on surface a'ea tevirn

a constant, ,ndepciident of temprrature

d - cylinder or filament diameter, ft

DB - bulb diameter, ft

D. - inlet dia1meter, ft
L

Dv - diffUsiVity, ftl'•hr

E - fractional convorsion at equilibrium

Ei - activation energy, kcal/g-mole

e - a constant, 2. 718

F - feed rate, lb/hr

G fro.-! energy, kcal/g-nmole

k mass-transfer coefficient, lb-mole/(h, (I't2)

k, - reaction rarc :•onstant for carbon deposition, l'u-K/(atLrn)n(ftz)a+I (hr)

k4 - reaction rate constant for molybdenum pentachloridereduction, ft 3 /lb-mole/hr

L length of reaction surface or conduit, ft.

Mw - molecular weight of deposit, lb/;b-mole or

Mf - molecular weight of feed, lb/lb-mole

vye IlvesuiitrI nso~n~hp mlI Rybtem

Nf -achintdt rumbei of gas

n partial-pressure exponent

COO
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